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WEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 1912.

CITY EDITION.

"If the Chicago convention played
KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY,
A DARING;
ROBBER.
the same trick,' they got the cue from
Louisville, Ky., July 10. An army
Chicago, July 10. George Rodgers,
OF
him. Hit title to the ranama strio
of 2,000 Greek letter men recruited
35 years old, alias George Cook, said
wag as good as the stolen Taft crefrom
and
universities
colleges
by the police to be a former convict.
e
dentials In the hands of
throughout the country took posses
attempted a daring holdup In a South
MAY OCCUR
ion of Louisville today, the occasion
delegates, and no better.
State itreet saloon early today when
he compelled thirty men drinking at
being the twentieth biennial grand
"Stealing is stealing, Mr, Roosevelt.
When you taught that the end justiconclave of the Kappa Sigma frater.
the bar to throw up their hands at
fied the means, you gave every thief
the point of a revolver, while be call
nity. The sessions of the gathering
a passport to heaven."
will last three days and will be liber
ed them before him one by one and
.Mr. Howard referred by name to
commanded them to give up their val
ally interspersed with features of en
NATIONAL CONVENTION OF ANTI-RU- the various bosses at the two old par- SENATOR
CUMMINS
DEMANDS tertainment
BELIEVERS IN MONARCHY ARE uables. Patrolman Lock arrested the 6ENATOR
SMITH OF ARIZONA
THAT COMMITTEE' INVESTI.
me Kappa Sigma fraternity in TAKING OVER POSSESSION OF holdup man after an exciting strug
PARTY IS IN SESSION AT
ty conventions, concluding with this
SAYS UNiTED STATES MUST
America waa founded at the Univer
sally; "And to think of Billy Flinn,
gle, In the course of which he wag
ATLANTIC CITY
GATE TAFT'S NOMINATION
NORTHERN PORTUGAL.
CHASTISE MEXICO.
vice protector and promoter of Pittsthe target for several bullets fired by
sity of Virginia in 18C9. It derive!
its origin from an ancient European
of
burgh and Timothy Woodruff
Rodgers.
EOASTEO Brooklyn, masquerading as Roosevelt IN
THE IOWA CONVENTION
secret order which was founded at OUTGENERAL
EYERYECDY
REPUBLICANS
DEPREDATIONS
INCEEASINO
the university of Bologna about 1395
'progressives.' What hope is there to
CATHOLIC INDIANS MEET.
and spread later to the universities
reform America at such, unclean GATHERING
OF G. O. P. IN HAWK-EYTAFT IS CHARACTERIZED AS HAVChamberlain, 8. D., July 10. What TREATMENT OF AMERICANS IN
of Paris, Florence and Orleans. Since THE FACT THAT THEY KEEP RE
hands? Absolutely none."
STATE PROMISES TO
ING PLAYED INTO HANDS OF
TREATING INTO SPAIN MAY
Is probably the most unique religious
Its Introduction Into America the
SISTER REPUBLIC 13 BECOM- The Bpeaker predicted that the pro
BE STORMY
gathering of the summer wag opened
CAUSE COMPLICATIONS.
LIQUOR INTERESTS
hibition party waa certain of ultimate
growth of the fraternity baa been
ING UNBEARABLE.
.today at, the new town of White Rlr-success and informally declaring the
very rapid and It Is now represented
near the Rosebud reservation.
at the leading colleges of the country
convention ready to transact business WANT
ECOSEVELT ENDORSED
ACCUSED
LOYAL ARMY IS HANDICAPPED where several thousand Indians pro- 0K0ZC0 IS LOSING RIS POWER
by 78 chapters.
urged that "all things be done de
fessing the Catholic religion assemcent ly, and in order."
bled for a
The InCARROLL ADVISE3
Hours before National Chairman GOVERNOR
SAYS
CHAIRMAN
GOVERNMENT
IS
TEMPORARY
AFRAID TO
A FATAL FALL.
dians lhave gathered from several VASQUISTAS ARE PLANNING TO
Charles R. Jones called the convenDISPENSING WITH RESOLUSEND
FORMER PRESIDENT IS NOT
SUFFICIENT TROOPS
New York, July 10. Driven from
UNSEAT REBEL COMMANDER-IN-Cstates, the reservations represented
tion to order crowds of cheering deleTIONS COMMITTEE
INTO INVADED COUNTRY.
SINCERE
bed by the Intense heat of the
her
HIEF.
the
including
Rock,
CheyStanding
gates, fully half of them women,
Miss Bertha Mommenbacher
enne River, Rosebud, Lower Brule,
night,
marched to the pier. State delega
Les Aloiues, la., July 10. Senator went to sleep on the sill of a third
and Sisseton.
Lisbon, July 10. The royalist reb Pine Ridge, . Yankton
Atlantic City, N. J., July 10. A tions followd each other Into the hall
Washington, , July 10. "Outrages
sensational attack upon President shouting prohibition cries. The New A. 13. Cummins, iu a set of resolu- story window in her home in upper els in north Portugal again
Mexico are becoming bo frequent
in
state New York. Shortly before daybreak
Taft, Colonel Theodore Roosevelt ani York, Illinois and Connecticut delega- tions preseuted to the republican
the republican government
this country cannot put up with,
that
toshe
lost
her
balance and fell
today
the republican and democratic par- tions led the procession. Cheers for convention resolutions committee,
them
any longer. There will be big
troops
CUSTODIAN
OF JURY
today. After the sanguinary
ties in general marked the beginning party celebrities folowed the slngins: day suggested that a committee be to the sidewalk, breaking her neck encounter at Cabe
in the Mexican situadevelopments
de
Ceira
Basto,
When
was
dead.
picked up she
named to investigate closely the man
here today of the eleventh national of "America."
a
in
few
tion
where
days."
the
royalists defeated the Fifth
H.
Clinton
RETIRES FRIJU JOB This was the prediction of Senator
In introducing Clinton T. Howard, ner in which President William ii.
prohibition convention.
regiment of infantry, reinforcements
was
the
Taft
nominated
by
Chicago
N.
temporof
Y.,
Rochetser,
Howard
temporary chairman, Chairman Jones
Mark Smith of Arizona, at the White.
of
government troops were rushed to
ary chairman of the convention, predicted a great campaign for the convention.
House today. He added he had not
the
scene.
CLERK
OF
COURT
Eleventh hour efforts were being
AGUIRRE'S
CONDUCT BROUGHT
'
made a speech which bristled with party. W. G. Calderwood, national
talked about the Mexican situation
A strong coraon of
to effect a reconciliation of Urn
this
made
HIM UNDER SUSPICION OF
infantry
denunciation of the "boss-ridderead
call
the
desecretary,
which
with President Taft. "We have got
morning advanced slowly on the in
ATTORNEYS.
old parties." file de clared the democratic and republican two facions of the republican party
to do something issue a iroclama-tlo- n
TO
SENT
PRISON
town,
in
con
a
surrectionary
pouring
clared nothing In the way of real re- parties responsible for "every law prior to the opening of the state
or warn Mexico in some way,"
heavy fire. A few scattered shots
Los Angeles, July 10. Martin Agu- form was to be gained from either of with a snake in it on the statute vention today to adopt a party plath3'f:a!d.
were
the
and
when
only responses
irre, who has been in charge of the
them Qr from a third party dominated books, every looted public treasury form and nominate candidates for
HOPKINS
OFFICE FOR the final assault was made with fixed jury in the Darrow case since the
of the Iowa supreme court.
by Colonel Roosevelt
every unconvicted robber from Tam judges
Orozco May Lose Out.
MANY YEARS AND WAS CONbayonets, the besiegers found the trial began, voluntarily retired from
A conference of progressives and
"No other president Blnce the foun- many hall to that maelstrom of corMex., July 10. When GenJuarez,
streets deserted and all the houses that
SIDERED HONEST.
was held, but no definposition today, following the cir- eral Pascual Orozco, Jr., arrives here
dation of this government," declared ruption around the Golden Gate."
The
empty.
inhabitants
had
A
with culation of rumors criticising his conupon.
Mr. Howard, "has surrendered more
The temporary chairman was pre- ite program was agreed
dissatisfaction in the
Seattle, Wash., July 10. Robert M. drawn to the mountains with the roy- duct Charges that Deputy Sheriff he must face
abjectly to the liquor interests of this sented with a gavel handed- - down fight on the floor over resolutions
A new rebel
soldiers.
of
Ms
ranks
alists
now
and
are
hidden
was
who
of
clerk
in the Martin Aguirre in charge of the Jury
United
nation than ,bas William Howard Taft. from the beginning of the prohibi asking for an endorsement of Presi- Hopkins,
and secret
has
been
organized
In the bribery trial ot Clarence S. junta
His record is too recent, familiar and tion party movement. It was a small dent Taft was expected. Progressive States, Distrku Judge Hanford's court passes.
the
among
been
has
working
ly
from
was
time
in
the
established
to
it
Unless the government decides to Darrow, was too friendly to an attorsub
odoriferous to require review in this one, and In accepting it Mr. Howard leaders declared that a motion
with the Wca of persuading
troops
1889 until Hopkins was removed In weaken the
be
Colonel
would
Roosevelt
stitute
of
a
Lisbon
garrison
and ney for the defense, brought about
said:
intelligent presence."
them to aSxnk-isAS3!'Afi
Ivfr. Howard salu It would be aj
It Is very evident that no big stick made if any action waa taketf looking 1011, pleaif.4fgul.ty today in tlxls Unit Oporto, which would be a dangerous series of conferences which delayed General Orozco and
criminal waste of time to argue that is necessary to rule over this con-- ! to an endorsement of Taft and the ed States court to two counts of an measure to take in view of tne pos the beginning of today's sessions for
David De La Fi'ent,asu'i'ttrchlef,
indictment charging embezzlement sibility of revolutionary outbreaks in a half hour.
'
the liquor traf fis could be stamped out vention," Chicago convention.
with Emllto Vasquez Gomez as civil
of
.
and
was
$19,286,
im
to
sentenced
the
seems
Governor
it
for
the
Its
cities,
big
the
Carroll,
to
discuss
likely
speaking
roy
through the republican party, "by
Judge Hutton declined
welcome 10 me convention was
rf the rebel cause.
.
silent platform, its present and un- given by G. H. Meade on behalf of Tart supporters, demanded that the prisonment of two years on each alists' warfare In the northern pro the matter other thai to say that nr
.
.
.
.
The Vasquista sympathizers, origi
,
convention either endorse the presi count, the terms to run concurrently, vinces is likely to continue for some .,
worthy leadership, its long consistent the state of New Jersey.
whlCi
nators of the present revolt
and to pay a fine of $1,000.
i
time, i
been made. Aguirre was greiuly agi
if tnere Is no death for the li dent or say nothing, and suggested
liquor record and Its present monowas appropriated by Orozco, who rewas
to
taken
Hopkins
immediately
be
that
obtainthe
committee
who
The situation may be compared to tated over the attitude of the prosedispensed with,
quor traffic," Mr. Meade declared
poly nurtured candidate
Gomez, have rise;,
the hands of a then there is no future life for the and tfie convention nominate judges McNeil's Island penitentiary. His that which existed on the Mexican cutlon and promised to bring up the pudiated Vasquezmutinous
ed his nomination-a- t
and
the
spirit cor
in
a
again
to
statement
oounsel,
the
court,
and
The
refusAmerican border at opening of the matter and demand
convention which Theodore Roosevelt nation. This nation cannot remain
adjourn.
vindication In
progressives
of lat
reoela
the
among
said
eplcuous
that
Hopkins had repaid nearly revolution.
declares 'represents nothing but suc- half sober and half dmnk and the ed to consider the plan.
The royalists' retreat to open court. Aguirre, who has been a
be traced to Vasquista lnfluencr
may
all
the
retaken.
money
was
Hopkins
cessful poltlcal fraud perpetrated in day is coming when the principles for
foreign soil in. Spain when they are peace officer for many years, recently
It is understood tne Vasquista lea
moved from office last August, after hard
As the frontier is complained that detectives, apparent
the interest of political and financial which we stand will win."
pressed.
ers will meet in a few days in E;
an
of
his
BOARD
TARIFF
accounts,
KEPT.
Investigation
mountainous, it offers many safe re ly employed by the prosecution, were Antonio,
privilege,' and who more than any
Tetas, and consider pi;
When
the announcement was first treats to the
Washington, July 10. Appropriaof his predecessors has become the
royalists, whose roving spying on the Jury at night.
for deposing Orozco.
made
that
were
of
for
the
tions
tariff
board
$250,000
discrepancies
being
bands are thUB able to hold in check
wet nurse for the saloon."
According to the district attornej'.
MAN SUSPECTED
The Vasquista have been anxi i
and $20,000 for the international wat found In Hopkins' account. Judge the superior forces of the
it was considered
"And what better results can be
suspicious that ever since Mllo Vasquez Gomez v;
govern
Hanford
Issued
an
state
were
commission
to
restored
Indignant
erways
ment.
Aguirre and Attorney H. H. Appel of overthrown
expected from the democratic party?
by Orozco to assi
the sundry civil bill reported today ment, vouching for the probity of his
the defense should converse '.ogetner
Not only as little but less than noto
last
accounts
According
of
Captain
the
revolution, but not
III
IOWA
clerk.
charge
BuMURDER
senate.
of
Because
the
the
by
"
de Paivo Conceiro, the roy- In Spanish during the court recesses. til recent events when Orozco be l
Henrique
thing at an.
bonic plague situation the house apalist leader, has now retired to Span Job Harriman resumed the stand for to meet with
"Exactly the same influences that
military reverses, b
for prevention of epidempropriation
Chiat
the
ish
republican puarty
poisoned
territory. The general plan drawn the defense when court convened. He they found encouraging response i
BOOZE CAUSED FATAL
TELEGRAPH
ics
the
was
health
service
THOUGHT
LINEMAN;
by
public
cago were in control at Baltimore.
up by the royalists for the invasion described in detail his movements on the rebel ranks.
TO HAVE
KILLED
increased from $100,000 to $500,000.
EIGHT
November 28, 1911, prior to tho ar
"It may be said In truth that the
of Portugal was as follows:
General Orozco was expected
PEOPLE IN VILLISCA
rest of Bert H. Franklin for alleged reach here
WRECK OF JULY 4 A column of 900 men headed
'
splendid Wood row Wilson was not
Lieu
today. His stay in J
by
Mr. Murphy's choice; but the camtenant
is
declared
would be si r.
to
was
it
enter the
Sepulveda
10. Otto Mattuscheck
paign banner decorated with his pic- 25 Chicago, July
across
next
will bp
the
His
river
country
headquarters
THE
WHERE
Minho;
DALTONS
Cap
yearg old, questioned today bv th"
ENGINEER
OF
TRAIN
THAT
ture, was flung to the breeze in front
tain
Casas Grandes, 140 miles southv
Coucerio with another 900 men
his
CRASHED INTQ LACKAWANNA
knowledge of
of Tammany hall one half hour after police concerning
was to cross 'the frontier and enter ELKS WILL MEET IN
on the Mexican Northwestern i
EXPRESS WAS DRUNK
FORMERLY OPERATED
his nomination, on the' order of the Villisca, Iowa, murders when eight
the
road, from which point the rebel
of
province
in
home
the
of J. H. Moore
Charles Murphy by long distance tele persons
which
Acevedo
with
900
men
Captain
ROCHESTER IN 1913 vasion of the state of Sonora will
were killed by an unidentified man as
Corning, N. Y., July 10 That Wil
phone, and the candidate has since
was to reach from Beira and Cama- directed.
in
June.
Mattnscbeck, TRAIN IS HELD UP BY ROBBERS liam Schroeder, engineer of the ex
Bent his regrets that a prior engage sailant early
cho with 250 men from Abmotejo.
Qrozco May Not Arrive.
was
V).
on
arrested
from
which
ran
train
Into
NEAR
press
rear
the
dispatches
COFFEYVILLE, KAN.;
ment prevented his presence at Tam
General1 Pascual Orozco, Jr., did
column
succeeded
NEW
in
BY
YORK
CITY
CHOSEN
Every
F. Karnes, marshal of Villisoa, to arentering
end of Lackawanna passenger train
NOTHING IS STOLEN.
'
may on the Fourth of July."
the province and with some losses
arrive here today as was expected f
GRAND LODGE FOR NEXT
No. 9 here last Thursday causing the
The temporary chairman said that rest and examine a man who would
Couciero
local rebel officials now Bay they
and
Camacho
Captain
YEAR'S
SESSION.
ef
Parsons, Kan., July 10. Missouri, deaths of forty persons In the re fected a
while Governor Wilson was known as call for a valise checked to Chicago.
not
certain that he will come.
and
a
battle
junction
fought
When
was
Texas
intoxMattauscheck
said
Kansas
and
questioned
passenger train sulting wreck,
apparently
a "good man" the prohibitionists are
at
Chaves.
Orozco's private car I d
General
10.
Roches
Portland,
Oregon,
July
No. 9, known as tho Katy Limited, icated within four hours of the time
"not here to elect a good man, but he was employed as a telegraph
The society of patriots organized a ter,' N. T., has been selected as the ibeen attached last night to a mllit. y
ten miles distant from-thMoore which left hereat 10 o'clock last he boarded the engine was the testi
to kill the liquor traffic." "McKinley
convention and reunion city ot the train which reached here at 8 o'cl k
and Harison were "good men" in the house when the crime was commit- night, was held up by four masked mony of the coroner's inquest here big patriotic parade here last evenBenevolent
and Protective Order of today but the train was divided no; h
Their
crowd
ing.
on
"I
ted.
to
the
had
men
gathered
do with the
near Coffeyvllle,
Kan., early today, by Charles Klapproth of
nothing
White House, he aded "but they went
1913.
Elks
for
Cincinnati will make of Laguna, Orozco's car returning
sidewalks
and applauded the parad-er- s
N. Y., for many years a close
out of office with the country more murders," he said. "I was ten miles today, according to a report received
1914
for
the
the
who
convention, while southward toward Enecillas. The be
fight
cheered
and
in
stopped
front
at
that time. I'll go lark if at the local headquarters of the road. friend of Schroeder.
saturated with rum than when they away
'
o fthe Belgian legation a sa mark of San Francisco and Seattle are com lief is general that General Orozco
but
want
can
was
it
me,
Schroeder,
prove
they
developed'
they
The bandits held the train two
today,
went In."
and his staff finally will' go across
of the seizure of the steam- peting for the 1915 convention.
After severely criticising the demo- nothing against me."
hours, during which time the passen- late in reporting for duty on the day opproval
in the grand lodge ses country to Casas Grandes.
er
Ves
at
Proceedings
14.
June
The
were
Zeebrugge
Informed
of
The
held
an
was
wreck.
that
The
the
train
police
wer-cratic house of representatives for
corralled
gers and trainmen
vessel was taking on board arms and sion lost a large part of Interest toIts failure to enact legislation pro- officer from Villisca would he sent and guarded in coaches by two of the for him and he started without testammunition which the Belgian au- day, the business before the lodge
CHAIRMAN RESIGNS
for
aMttuscheck.
his
engine.
robbers while the other two made ing
hibiting the shipment of liquor Into
of comthorities thought were intended for being largely
reports
July 10. Joseph
Albuquerque,
In
several
unsuccessful
to
blow
the
south,
attempts
prohibition territory
dis- Saint
of
the
mittees
and
what
discussion
sent a letter to
Portuguese
royalists.
yesterday
open the safe In the baggage car. No
Chairman Howard turned his guns on
SHOE AND LEATHER MEN.
Is understood 100 men of the posal should be made of the recom tor Mbntoya, secretary of the BernaIt
to
was
made
effort
rob
the
Colonel Roosevelt
10.
passenFrom
Bstoon, Mass., July
all
'
Portuguese crew of this vessel secret- mendations made. One of the prin lillo county republican central com"How about the promised progres- sections , of the United States and gers and no one was injured.
was ap mittee, resigning the
IN CONGRESS
TODAY
ly entered
chalrmanhslp
Portugal recently and cipal discussions of the day
sive Roosevelt party?" he was asked. Canada shoe manufacturers, wholeApparently, the robbers became
to
the ad- of that committee. Mr. Saint ex
destined
surround
parently
immediately disappeared in the moun
"We have already two whiskey par- salers and retailers, tanners, sales- alarmed and finally left of their own
S
tains where they are commanded by visability of rebuilding the national plains in his letter of resignation that
ties and do not need another. Prom men ,and factory, superintendents accord, fearing they might be surthe rebel leaders Acevedo and Loho. Elks' home, now located at Bedford, his action is taken because of the fact
the standpoint of the prohibitionists have flocked to Boston for the Nation- prised by the approach of another
Washington, July 10. Son ate: Conthat he is out of harmony with the
Virginia.
utterances
his
al
Shoe
and
and Leather week and fair, train or the arrival of officers who vened at 10 a. m.
record, public
by
It has been the general belief that policies of the national republican orconfessed personal habits, he Is the which opened today. The Mechanics might have been gent to learn what
Resumed debate on Lorimer
Royalists Lost Heavily.
the grand lodge would defer action (in ganization and particularly dissents
least desirable of them all.
case.
tmilding IS filled with exhibits illus- was delaying the train.
Madrid, July, 10. Advices from the the matter. This It is said, wa? the from the action taken
in
Soon after the holdup was report"Posing as the 'thou shalt not steal' trating every branch of the shoe inAppropriations committee reported Portuguese frontier say the Portu virtual decision arrived at by tho new William H.
Taft at Chicago for the
candidate because his partisans were dustry. ' During the week the visitors ed, posses were organized at towns sundry civil appropriation bill nme'ir'.. guese
royalists lost fifty killed and home commute by which its failure presidency.
Mr. Saint has
not preferred over President Taft's will pay visits of inspection to some along the line and a systematic ed to continue tariff boa'd and with 200 wounded in the battle
Chaves. to put into execution the authority been a strong Roosevelt
at
in the convention, he brazely boasts of the largest shoe factories in the search begun. It Is believed the fugi- - additions aggregating $:;,000,300.
Republican losses are not given. One vested In it by the grand lodge a
The committee will
probably fill
that he stole the Isthmus of Panama Boston district and the factory of the tives sought refuge in the hills south House: Convened at noon.
of the Portuguese officers who urged year ago, has thrown the responsibil- the
vacancy at Its next meeting, tha
from Colombia and 'let congress de- United Shoe Machinery company at of Bartlesville, Okla., and many of
Considered legislation
on regular the soldiers to turn
against the re- ity back Into the srand lodse without
.... .,.,.-- .
Mimui ne stated
g
bate about It Bfterward.'
Beverly.
calendar.
the pursuers hurried there.
recommendation.
publicans was shot by his men.
mys nme.
.
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FOR

DANDELIONS
FOUND

DEALERS ASSAIL WHEAT RATES.
Chicago, 111., July 1). Prominent
grain dealers and millers ttiroughout
the west attended the hearing conducted here today by Examiner Boyle
of the Interstate Commerce commission .relative to alleged unjust rates
on wheat from Minneapolis to Chicago. The proceeding is regarded as
exceptionally important to the flour

GAS-ELECTR-

SECRETARY OF STATE
MAKES INTERESTING
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LDNESOAY, JULY 10, 1912.

A Will and

milling-in-trans-

t

OrriC.

IC

interests.
COACHES ARE
As a result of a
FOUND TO BE HIGHLY EFFIarrangement at Minneapolis, It Is al- - (
'
CIENT FOR SHORT RUNS
DISCOVERY
leged, millers in the latter city are
enabled to bring wheat there, tunf-- it
Into flour and ship it to Chicago at
car
Topeka, Kan, July 10. Eureka! A
The
rate of 7H cents a hundred the
real dandelion destroyer has been
-'
othon
the
found. Divers and sundry and vari- pounds. Chicago millers,
ne
for bo
to pay 10
ous other measures did Secretary of er hand, are compelled
does not pay to run steam trains.
on
wheat,
hundred
pounds
State Gharle H. Sessions employ to cents a v
.
xf.nnMmii Thi : These new cars, the latest developeradicate from the state house yard Bill jijui ucio nvui """""1 enables ment in railroading, produce their own
it is
the pestiferous weed which plays such arrangement, millerscontended,
to deliver their electric power and combine engine,
havoc with the state's
He Minneapolis
cars all in one.
an
flour In Chicago at
advantage or baggage and passenger
searched diligently through libraries
own
under
their
power ihey
2
cents a hundred pounds, so far Running
of scientific works on weed destructo Btatlon,
station
can
from
hurry
concerned,
as
charges are
tion, he studied agricultural college overfreight
making frequent stP, and pick up all
the local millers.
bulletins from far and near. In the
the passengers and express much
'
meantime he was like a man driving
cheaper than a steam train could be
a stake. Everybody who came along
operated for the same work.
offered suggestions as to how it
The St' Louis, Brownsville and Mexshould be done. Sessions tried a
ican Railway company, of St Louis,
number of these chunks of free adMo., one of the lines of the Frisco
vice.
system, has ordered two more gas- Gasoline Works
electric motor cars of the- - General
But they d'dn't work. The state
Joseph R. Burton, former United Electric company which make a total
house crop of dandelions grew and States senator, Is seeking a seat in of 17 cars now running ori regular
The
grew and thrived and multiplied and the Kansas legislature.
schedule on the Frisco lines.
Ohio, new cars will be built to conform with
Kansas, Oregon, Michigan,
replenished the yard.
And then he struck it-- just plain Nevada and Arizona are to settle the the special traffic requirements ofthe
gasoline. The experiment was tried woman suffrage question this fall.
Southern Pacific roads and will have
out with gasoline on an eighth of the
It Is said that the ballots to be voted side entrances for passengers and a
state house yard, or about an acre In some of the Texas counties at the rear door for the use of the conduc
and a half of ground.
primary this mornth will be nearly tor when they are coupled to "trailAnd it has worked. If took three ten feet in length.
ers" for train operation.
men five days to cover an eighth of David J. Lewis, who represents the
The cars measures 70 feet five Inthe grounds. ' Even though the weed Sixth Maryland districts in congress, ches wide .and.are divided Into four
runs deep with its root, going to water was at work In a coal mine when he comprtmenUs: one for passengers,
probably, the injection of gasoline was only nine years of age.
33 feet long; smoking compartment,
sank right down to the nethermost
Edward T. Young of St Paul, who 10 feet long; baggage compartment 11
root tip and tendril and literally burn- served four years as attorney general feet long; and engine room, 12 feet
ed or rotted them out. Next spring of Minnesota, is out for the republi- long. The entire seating capacity of
when the weed first makes its appear- can nomination for governor of that each car provides for 92 passenger's
ance, it ia Mr. Sessions Idea that the state.
and the net weight of the car Is apMrs. Maria B. MacDon&ld, who for proximately 50 tons. The cars are
gasoline punishment should he administered.
years hag been prominent as a so- capable of running about 60 miles an
He figures it will take something cialist and suffrage leader, is the so- hour on a level stretch and will av
around twenty barrels of gasoline for cialist nominee for congress In the erage 25 to 35 miles per hour schedthe campaign, and that ' it will take Fourteenth district of New York.
ule
speed with stops two 6r three
one man abaut 120 days or 120 men
William Henry Harrison was the miles apart
one day to complete the crusade over oldest president of the United States,
The motive power consists of an
the yard. He figures that about
s
being 68 years old when he was In- eight cylinder, four cycle gas engine
of the dandelions should be re- augurated. Theodore Roosevelt was direct connected to an electric jen- turned to the dust on that trip, and the youngeBt, at 42.
era.tor, designed to meet the special
' thar AHr1u
tird can be put out Five former governors of Missouri conditions the service demands. The
fccond pilgrimage ov- - attended the recent national demo- starting of the engine is effected by
convention at Baltimore. They compressed air taken from thtf main
Tfoout forty days, by cratic
p
were David R. Francis, Joseph W. reservoirs of the air brake system,
LV.asoline can.
On&"1Cflhe first
things Mr. Sessions Folk, Lon V. Stephens, William J. which are built with surplus eapaeity
tried in the way of killing dandelions Stone and James M. Dockery.
for this purpose.
was the
An auxiliary equipment Is also proadvice:
Twenty five friends of former Con- 'em up."
Ttwsmar. w. s. uownerd nave sud- - vided, consisting of a
"That- - didn't work," said the secre- sefAieu $100 each toward a fund to
e
gas engine direct connecttary of state. "The roots run to wa- defray Mr. Cowherd's campaign ex- ed to a single cylinder air comprester. Digging at them splits the part penses for the democratic nomination sor and lighting generator. The fur.
of the root left in the ground, and for governor Missouri.
of this set is to supply an inisome four or five will show up where
S. A. Roddenberry,
who represents tial charge of air for starting the enbut one grew before. And this added the Second Georgia district in the gine and to deliver power for lighting
feature got me.
house, was a college professor before the car. The set is started by hand.
he was 21 years old, and was a mem'Mounted on the axles of the truck
Digging Failed
"Last fall we just dug at them for ber of the Georgia legislature before are the driving motors, of 100 horse
The brake equipment
days. Some of those dug out were he was 22.
power each.
The Women's
left on the ground and not raked
Good Government includes hand brakes In addition to
away. Even very conservative ther- league has been organized In Oakland, the combined straight and automatic
mometers registered some decidedly Calif., to oppose the proposed recall air brakes. The headlight consists of a
cold weather last winter. There was of city officials. The matter is to be 50 candle-powIncandescent lamp,
also snow in abundance. And yet decided in the general primary elec- and an air whistle and . pneumatic
this spring, do you know that we tion in California early in August.
gong sjotem. A hot water heater,
The present year may ,be aptly term- coal fired, Is Installed for heating the
found some of those dandelions we
and dug up last fall and left lying on ed "Governor' year" In Tennessee po- car. To prevent freezing in cold
'
the ground blooming and blossoming litics.
Malcolm R. Pat- weather when the car Is lying idle,
away like veterans? They had hitch-- ' terson Is seeking for the United States the heater circulation may be coned onto the ground and were doing senate, former Governors Benton Mc- - nected to the engine cooling system
Millin and James B. Frazler are num
business at the old stand.
"We tried coal oil) but it didn't act bered among those who are striving CANADIAN EXPOSITION OPENS.
Winnipeg, Man., July 10. The Cawith any rapidity at all. So we gave for the governorship, and another forUD that Idea.
for
Wn rieeed nn a anrnv. mer governor, John I. Cox, is a can- - nadian Industrial
exhibition,
which Winnipeg and a large section
Ing arrangement and sprayed onto diate for a seat in the legislature.
Less than two months hence the of western Canada have been prethem a solution of copperas and water.
It seemed to make a specialty of also eyes of the nation will be turned to- paring for nearly a year, was formalSo we tried an- ward Vermont, which state holds its ly opened this afternoon by his royal
killing the
other system. That was concentrated biennial election tbe first Tuesday highness the Duke of Connaught. The
lye. We learned by a few experiments In September, leading Maine by six duke and his party reached Winnipeg
box of lye days. Both states vote for congress- last evening and were accorded a
that it took about-for every 'four square feet of lawn. men as well as for state officers,' so patriotic welcome, in which practicalThat was dropped. Wei thought maybe the national significance will be ap ly the whole city participated. The
picking the heads off the dandelions parent in the returns, at least to visit of his royal highness will cover
and will be
would cause them to get discouraged those who still hold to the old tradi a period of ten days
tion mai vermonc ana Maine ere marked by numerous Important func
tions.
man who came along that an idea. We barometric.
The exhibition which was opened
', tried
plenty of them. But I think we
is the largest and most notable
today
riwffn
now.
"ontlwlIs
have
Gasoline
it
the trick."
Tb fTHr
I
affair of Its kind ever held west of
Toronto. The numerous buildings and
pavilions at the exhibition grounds
od
are filled with displays representing
the agricultrural, stock raising and
Malaria is a SDecies of blood poverty known as Anaemia; the circulation other resources of western Canada
Becomes so weak and impure that it is unable to supply the system with
and the marvelous progress of the
sufficient nourishment and strength to preserve ordinary health. In the
first stages of Malaria the complexion grows pale and sallow, the appetite past decade along commercial and in.
is affected, the system grows bilious, and there is ageneral feeling of weak- dustrial lines.
ness. As the circulation becomes more thoroughly saturated with the ma
In addition' to the industrial display
larial infection, the digestion is deranged, chilis the exhibition Is designed to commemand fever come and go, skin diseases, boils, sores orate the centennial of western Canand ulcers break out, and the entire health becomes ada. A
daily pageant will be given
impaired. Malaria can only be cured by removing
the germs from the blood. S. S. S. destroys every illustrating the founding of the first
particle of malarial infection and builds up the settlements on the Red river by the
blood to a strong nourishing condition. Then the hardy Scotch pioneers sent put by
System receives its proper amount of nutriment, Lord Selkirk in 1812. Other features
eallow complexions grow ruddy and healthful, the of the entertainment
program of the
liver and digestion are righted and every symptom exhibition
Ribbon race
Blue
are
the
of Malaria passes away. S. S. S. cures in every
case because it purifies the blood. S. S. S. Is a safe and pleasant remedy meeting, aeroplane flights and the
4is well as an efficient one. Book on the blood and any medical advice free. first national encampment of the Boy
Scouts ofi Canada.
TIIE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
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When Frank Sheldon left the law
school be settled In his old bom town,
Fairfield was a small place, not fai
from a large city. Sheldon figured It
out that he could live better on a certain Income In Fairfield than on
doubtful prosperity in a large city.
There wag something- - else. Edith
Sawyer lived In Fairfield.
But the Hon. John Sawyer, railroad
magnate, could cot appreciate an at

On account of the prevailing cool weather, sheer wash goods have not had the demand
we anticipated
we now have too many
now just as the days are getting hot and you
we must reduce our Stock.

need such goods, we cut the prices to extremely low figures
Everything in our WASH GOODS line is included.

tachment between his daughter and a
poor, young lawyer. So the poor, 1
young lawyer studied and struggled
long. ,.
He had been struck by a pecullai
phase of a great case that was being
tried at a nearby city. The law jour
sal which printed his article on tht
subject commented on his views rath-

-
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er enthusiastically.

Urged by his confidence that he had
he set off for the
Sawyer home, determined to Interview
Mr. Sawyer. He was very civilly re
celved.

lone a worthy thing,

an Interesting
"Quite
ld

article

jQ$&nwa6t 6 Son

ol

the

millionaire. "I than
vou for the copy."
Frank bowed, then plunged. "Mr.
Sawyer, you must have seen that
love your daughter, but I've said nothing until I felt assured of your con
youra.-.aa-

Established

South Side Playt

1&62

sent."

"Oh, of course," Interrupted Mr
Sawyer. "How much did you get foi
that articleT"
"A few extra copies," said FranK,
blushing.
"About what 1 thought," said Mr.
Sawyer. "Now, Sheldon, I like you,
but liking doesn't count when a life
contract Is Involved. You've given all
your time and trouble for nothing. The

only things that count are results."
He paused, then added, "I don't think
I need say any mo."
"I thank you for your candor," said
"
He
Frank, rising.
rushed out of the house, and down
the street almost ran into a stout
elderly gentleman who was tolling up
the hill.
"Phew!" said the man. "Why don't
you keep carriages at the Btatlon?
Please tell me where I can find John
Sawyer's house?"
"Because 1 don't keep a livery stable," growled Frank. "The Sawyers'
harise Is the large one on the hill."
Vhe stout man pulled the Sawyer
doorbell and said, "Tell Mr. Sawyer
that John Hunter wants to see him."
Mr. Sawyer almost ran downstairs.
brought
"Why, this Is an honorWhat
'
'
you here?"
"You've got a young lawyer In this
village named Frank Sheldon. Know

WHY IT PMYS TO BUY

"Good-night.-

'

him?"
"Yes, he was here afew minutes
ago. You probably met him." Mr.
Hunter chuckled. "Well, well! That's
one on me. Asked him why he didn't
keep a carriage at the station, and he
snapped back that he didn't keep a
livery stable. He's the man 1 want."
"What's It all about?" asked Mr.
j
Sawyer.
"It's about that article the young
man wrote. He has struck the right
lead on that ease of ours. Is he all

'ADVERTISED GOODS

'

"

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod-

uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only In making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality. '
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of they- goodness.
-

U

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

right honest, reliable?"

"I think he Is," said Mr. Sawyer,
slowly.
"Then send a note to him at once,
asking him to come."
After the note was sent, Mr, Huntei
explained that the discovery of the
young man, If known at the beginning,

might have saved a hundred thousand
dollars in litigation; that now he had
it In his power to upset their plans.
Edith Sawyer had heard the con.
versatlon. She was standing on the
step watching the moonlight when
Sheldon arrived. She put her fingers
to his Hps. She told him of the conversation, and, as he was leaving her,
whispered, "If you don't bid high for
yourself, you needn't bid for me."
There was a deal of hemming and
hawing in the ensuing conversation.
Frank saw that they were veering
around to an offer. Finally, the proposition came.
,
Frank smiled. "I suppose you are
jesting, Mr. HunterT"
"Why, certainly not; it Is a large
'
offer!"

Capital Paid in
,$100,000.00

Surniiis

$50,000001

.

"Of course,"

Lacs Vegas

T.

HOSKINS.

'

Savings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

-

"Sheldon, my boy," said Mr. Saw
G
yer, "Edith Is in the drawing-room- .
to her."

f "

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

more."
Mr. Hunter looked at Mr. Sawyer,
who nodded his head.
"Well," he
said, "give us a few minutes to think
it over."
Frank found Edith in the drawing-room- .
He told her of the conversation. "Did I hid high enough?" he
A glance at her eyes was
asked.
enough. At the end of ten minutes a
knock came at the door. Mr. Sawyer
and Mr. Hunter appeared in the doorway. Mr. Hunter turned to Frank and
said: "Mr. Sheldon, we- accept youi

terms."
Six months after he paid anothei
visit to Mr. Sawyer. He .found thai
gentleman in the library.
"Mr. Sawyer, I " Frank began.

x
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'

said Sheldon, calmly.

"In order to shorten this interview, 1
will name my own terms a fee ol
$20,000 and an equal share In the con,
tingent fund."
"It Is preposterous," cried both together.
"Gentlemen, I bid you
said Sheldon, rising and walking to
the door.
"Hold on there," said Mr. Hunter.
"I Bhall certainly hold on the terms
given," Frank said. "Others will pay

N
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President
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keep oft the grass, and by look and
manner suggests that it go into the FRUIT On A DRY FARM
CORN ON A DRY FARFl
ALFALFA FIELDS
open church and say its prayers be$1,050 FOLLY EQUIPPED AT VOUil BOOH
fore Its sinful heart leads It astray.
Methods
In
Employed
Regenerstlng
little girl
Yesterday a bright-eyeOLD
.Vary Great Deal Disking In
who ate an apple and two rolls for Method Given to Make It Absoof
Moat
Success Is Con
Keystone
Popular System.
her lunch sat arguing socialism with
lutely Drouth Proof.
servailon of Rainfall.
her chum and prophesying that the
(By H. F. PATTERSON.!
The methods used In regenerating
Duma would have so many radicals
in old field of alfalfa vary a great
in ten years that the czar would have Bafort
Planting Single Tree Tvn
to give the Russians more freedom.
Enough of Crop Should Be Grown to teal Perhaps the method that is
Years' Moisture It Secured by
used to the largest extent throughout
TOILERS OF THE OFFICES FIND She
Supply Work Horses With Roughthought, too, that a communal
Plowing Year Ahead and Keepail or the northwest states is the methREST IN GOD'S ACRES IN
In
Winter and Suppleage
form of government was bound to
od of disking the land early in the
ing Ground Cultivated.
NEW YORK CITY.
ment 8ummer Pastures.
grow out of the doing away of compeiprlng. Whether or not it is a good
tition in America. "Our folks got
plan to disk alfalfa land Is a question
(By K. B. PAKSONS.)
in
all
New York, July 10. When the
the dry farming areas the con- upon which there has been much dif
Twenty years ago 1 published
t
their last competitor into the net last
noon-hou- r
statement that trees and crops could lervatlon of the rainfall in the ference of opinion. However, if this
chimes of old Trinity ring week, and the old man has been
ugly be raised
to work is done properly there seems to
on suitable loll loll where it becomes available
out on week days girl clerks employ- as a bear because there
OVERLAND MODEL 59 T
Is the keystone of
in't any one between theanywhere
be a good reason for so handling our
Rocky mountains and Mis (rowing crops
ed la lower Manhattan sally out from to fight any more," she said.
"I know, souri river, without Irrigation. Everyagricultural operations, says Bold.
the tall office, buildings to crowded because I take his letters."
ne Northwestern AariculturlsL
In localities where there Is but a
body laughed, some went as far as to
Telephone or call and we willj have our'demonsiratoi
Is
This
Broadway with their lunch, baskets.
mall amount of rainfall and where
generally done by the
say that such exaggerated statements
Tombstone for Her Table.
of
tho
soil
novels and embroidery In hand, and
entire
the
the
soil
during
becomes
a
hurt
the state,
few took the
hard and Impervious
And she was eating her lunch off only
show you.
d
rrowing season. If no crop is
to water it is a very good practice to
for the hort noon-hou- r
hie them to
the double table tombstone of two nlnt, others besides myself had aron
the
land
is
this
follow.
Then sgaln in regions where
operation
the eountry? Well, not quite, but al- heroes who were described as fol-- l rived at this truth, and there are now sailed summer
fallow or summer cul- - there Is sufficient rainfall and where
hade trees and family orchards all
Las Vegas Automobile & Elacblne Co.
most For It Is to the Trinity and St. lows In cold chiselled stone: "John over
aire.
Over
most of the dry farming the winter season is open, the thawing
the state,' few and tar between
Paul churchyards, where they 6lt on Lucas of the
Georgia Line of the It is true, but Quite enough for proof irea nearly If not as good grain and freeilng will tend to loosen up the
can be grown following a culthe cool lawns, their backs against Army of the Revolution; he bore a and now after twenty
ground and In that way have the same
years every .rops
Phone Main 344.
ancient gravestones, their feet deep severe and lingering decay with forti- word of this statement is accepted as ivated crop as on summer fallowed effect as disking in the arid regions.
Whalea, & Fowler Propg
and.
It is a
In the soft grass, and look up into the tude, which ever marked his charac- fact
fact that the disk
wuen
the
bare
fallow
system is ing of the stems will cause them to be
Now I make aaother statement, ised
(foliage of the green plane trees while ter aa a soldier, and died iu this city
a whole year elapses without come
much thicker. However, in
they eat their lunch and read the on Tuesday, the 18th day of July, which even the Colorado writers and my returns either on the Investment diskingvery
alfalfa there is some danger
are
professors
afraid
which
and
of,
r
ror
the labor performed. If a cul- In that the crowns very often become
light fiction that makes their, long 1789, aged 33 years." And this grave the eastern
papers altogether decline
subway trips Into town and back en contains the remains of Major Job to print or believe, yet which Is capa- .ivated crop can be grown with as infected with fungus diseases which
durable. For years these girls have Sumner of the Massachusetts line of ble of proof and will be generally ac- jood crops following it should more will oftentimes destroy the entire
Jian pay its
conplant We must keep this in mind and
been using their hour of rest from the same army, who
cepted in another twenty years, and list of the expense, which will
having supported that
cost
of seed, planting and must govern our actions accordingly.
Is
man
can
that
the tedium of the business day In this an unblemished character through life
any
plant a dry jarvesting; the cultivation
would That
we must use
care In
fashion. Not until the other day did as soldier, citizen and friend, died af- orchard according to the following aave to be done anyway, so this order is,that the crownsextreme
of the plants
method and make it absolutely drouth
mould not be counted against the will not be
it dawn upon the church authorities ter a short illness, unusually regret- proof.
Injured to any great ex
:ost of production of a crop of corn. tent
that here was an opportunity for do ted by his acquaintances, on the 16th This
knowledge will do you more 3orn Is
The disking of course will cut the
this crop
ing good that was being neglected, of September, 1789, aged 33 years."
good now than twenty years hence and arm Because it
crowns and there is always the danger
abunan
produces
and they placed seats among the
But in spite of their advanced ideas, I submit It not for the enlightenment nance
of cheap
feed second it that the fungus diseases will set In.
graves for the noon-hou- r
visitors.
their dreams of the coming of Prince of Mr. W. C. CurtiB, Mr. Wallace and hades the soil during the excessive-However, If we are careful and do not
who affect to see little or no
others
hot days 'of July and August alow the diseases in our fields on the
Charming, the grouches of their "Old
nil iiuui vi wciiyilh
good In dry farming, but for the bene
thereby preventing loss of soil' fer start and are careful that our disk la
In the been, laughing faces of the Man," and many other distracting in fit1 of the few who can
grasp a truth tility, and third a cornfield has
very clean, this danger will be almost
small
fluences,
it
luuches,
in
including
noon-timadvance of the popular belief and
army of girls that
finds en
oonng rather than a heatinz in. entirely eliminated.
The disk) should
turn
to
how
is
of
it
own
these
their
many
surprising
girls
uence
on
these
God's
upon
advantage.
ancient
the
camped
winds that blow across be so set that it will cut the crowns
Before
steal
doors
of
the
a
Trin
acres one sees the racial traits of
through
great
planting single tree we go
of the plants rather than gouge them
to work
On most farms In the
many peoples that have come over ity and St. Paul's at the noon hour ture for and secure two years moisdry farming out. Some farmers have had success
that tree by plowing a year rea enough live stock should be by getting the disk nearly straight and
the "silence"
seas long Binoe the Bowery was a services,
past
aneao, of time, keeping the ground cul kept to pay most of the
running ex running the disk each way. This will
street of farms and Maiden Uine a signs, and on into the cool quiet of tivated and
digging the holes in the penses of the farm.
and pas- divide the crown into' four equal por
Hay
the
RKQULAR RETAIL VALUK. 91B.OO
great churches for a moment's ran to catch snow and moisture all turage are very short in such
lover's walk. True, you will see bend
areas tions and each part will send up a new
We
aevaral cartoadi of this baamlfnl dinner-warand rmr
silent
bowed
with,
heads
in
winter.
prayer
Now
over
is
and
book
or
nrs
her
the time to get to
enabled tha manufaotorer to slva an an
Ing
deniim
consequently too dear for cheap alfalfa plant and In that way the stand
carefully study
oil aparonaja
low price. Wa ara charging part of the costeieluilve
very
to 'advertising-aipenae,work.
the
Plow
Then
as they emerge,
pews.
the ground as deep as live stock production. Enough corn will be materially thickened.
and only aak yon to pay a pxreeouve of the actual cose of tba
lng the sitcheS she Is making in her
beautiful
"Cosmoa"
can
Dot
and
be
P'
del(tu
you can and arrange your lands so as hould be grown to supply, first, the
."
doplloated )u
Then again It Is well to disk the
catch-worti In any retail eblna
tutre. it la guaranteed
by both,
doylie the daughter in the close to 1 o'clock, they hurry out on to
auallty for leas than
and ournelvea.
your dead furrows where the work horses with roughage
alfalfa field when the field has become
There la a conpon In every aack of LARABEE'S Floor. Send n tra
during
tenth generation of some old Dutch the pave and away with heads up. rowbring
of trees Is to be; by doing this the winter, If not the working sea-io- Infested with blue grass and dande
coupons and $3.W) Io cash, draft, pontal or expreaa money order, and we will
aend you one of these beautiful seta by frefKht. Ad. Irene coupons and resettler who has come down the Hud- faces wearing the business mask, and the surface is dished toward the tree
mittance to The China Department of the Larabee Flonr Mills Company
second, to supplement the pas lions, which will choke out a large
Uuahmton, Kaunas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
scurry like young! partridges Into the and If there Is any run off it drains tures oi me summer
son to make her way in the city.
The coupons In LABABEB'S Flour are also irood for Boners1 BUyerware
and fall as a amount of the alfalfa.
ana other valuable premiums aaa for deeoriptive
doors
elevator
circular.
of
the
towards their roots. These dead fur soiling crop or In the form of
skyscrapers.
v
Going into offices from the public
Farmers have also had success by
rows
are also of great advantage as
EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Gooand to form the bulk of their putting on from five to six pounds ol
GER
schools and having an understanding
D
winter ration; third, to supply the alfalfa seed, especially upon field I
Flour that makes Baking a Delight.
BOSTON ANCIENTS IN LONDON. snow catchers,
of American history that their par'
Now a piece of land prepared in sheep and hogs a cheap fattening that have become infested with dande
London, July 10. 1 ne members of
ents could never have grasped, they
food for finishing them off in the lions. It Is sometimes a good plan to
tms
the
Ancient
and
Honorable Artillery an manner will accumulate during
are In a position to feel something of
add a small amount of clover seed to
season
from three to four
ordinary
the Inspiration that a visit to these Company of Boston, who are to maite feet of moist earth from the surface
The first essential to corn culture on the alfalfa. The clover germinates
Trv a. Sack You'll Like it.
two weeks' visit with their name down, and in
historic old precincts inspire In even
the holes after a wet the dry farms la live stock, for very rapidly and will get a good start
without such there Is no way of and will thus keep down the weeds.
the most obtuse. Everywhere around sake organization, the Honorable Ar winter even Ave or six feet.
Now to dry all this moisture out In utilizing the corn crop, but If live The clover Will die out In a year oi
them are the love stories, the adven- tillery Company of Indon, arrived in
stock are kept feed must be had; two and we will still have a good
ture tales, the romances and tragedy r.iigiana touay. The visitors were a cultivated area without cropping tne corn crop
can be converted Into stand of alfalfa. We would suggest
would
take
two
or
more
met
at Liverpool, and escorted to this
without beef,
years
the following of this plan upon a large
chapters of American history cut
mutton,
pork,
Jefferson Reynolds President
a
of
so
drop
that when a young eggs, commodities wool, butter and number
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nf Roosevelt'B party. As the "bull tion, 23,000,000.
acre yield, early and as a result the American senate was ready to resume today
85.2;
moose" is not running on real prin
cares
not
team adde to its total of points an consideration of the resolution de
and
total
real
nobody
issues,
1.4;
production
given.
ciples
other six, as P." J. McDonald, Ralph claring vacant the seat of the Illia whoop what he says ho stands for.
ApplesCondition, 67.9.
Aloosevelt and his friends, knowing
The condition of Important crops Rose and L. A. Whiney shared first nois senator. Several brief anti-Lorhis own case is hopeless, want Just on July 1, by principal middle west second and third places between them. mer speeches were expected during
Summaries: 6,000 meters flat, fin- the day and the senator was scned
one thing to defeat Taft That is ern states, with, the ten year average
al: H. Kolehmainen, Finland, first; uled.to make the final speech in his
all the platform they need. Such a for comparison follows:
J. Bouln, Franco, second; E. W. Hut-so- defense.
Winter wheat:
platform will appeal to the Pinchots,
The recess taken yesterday after
1912 lOyr. av.
the Garfields, the Glavtses and all State
J
y
England, third. Time 14 minutes
noon left the time for the final vote
who Kansas
36
72
75
seconds.
the host of political
the
84
72
have been either kicked out of their Nebraska
Pitting the weight final; P. J. undecided, although
to secure an
endeavored
or
had
of
leaders
81
68
Athletic
Missouri
because
McDonald,
Inefficiency
positions
' 77
74
have no hope of getting jobs under Oklahoma
club; first 15 meters 34 centimeters; agreement for a vote at 3 o'clock this
90
of dignity and Washington .......... .94
an administration
Ralph Rose, Olympic Athletlo club, afternoon. It was expected, however,
70
Roosevelt's platform" can Texas ...,...... ...... ..85
San Francisco, second, 15 meters, 25 that several of those who had plan
safety.
two
90
in
short
words
102
be expressed
Oregon
centimeters; L, A. Whitney, Boston ned to speak would waive that privi
78
79
Beat Taft. And if every adherent of California
lege and allow Lorimer to begin his
Athletic association, third .
This led to
would
tell
the
S.
94
he
94
N.
truth
A.
closing speech early.
that platform
1,500 meters race, final:
Idaho
would be found to be either an antt
Jackson, England, first. Time 3 min- the conclusion that a final vote might
be reached today.
seconds.
Old papers for sale. ,. Optic office utes 56
republican or a sore-hea-
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FANS ARE URGED TO ATTENu
MEETING TONIGHT IN THE
CITY HALL

CLUB

IS

ABOUT

TO

n

QUIT

MATTERS
FINANCIAL
UNLESS
OUT
CAN BE 8TRAIGHTENED
SEASON WILL CLOSE

IT IS NOT TCP LATE

NOW

IF ENTHUSIASTS WILL AGREE TO
ATTEND GAMES PLAYING
WILL CONINUE

If the fans of Las Vegas wish to

enjoy baseball during the remainder
of the season it is up to them to at
tend a meeting of enthusiasts which
has been called for the upper room
in the city hall tonight at 8 o'clock.
The fans have not been supporting
the club by attending the games.

Nearly every series that has been
played on the home grounds has been

a money-losinproposition. The sub
scriptions have been liberal and, with
as large crowds as "turned out last
season, the Maroons could have kept
their heads above water financially as
well as on the playing field.
The only fault to be found with the
Maroons is that they were too stron?
at the beginning of the season. While
all the other clubs were comparatively weak, the locals were formidable
Conseas a deague aggregation.
quently it was almost a foregone conclusion that they would win nearly
every game. Fans love victory, But
they love excitement more. With
the home club miles in the lead in
every game the excitement has been
lacking.
Consequently the poor attendance.
Johnson and Flynn also
cut down the crowds by attracting
hundredil, of people to their training
g

camps.

-

:

;
i
i

T. Kalrchlid
July 10.- -E.
was
pres-- i
elected
Kansas,
Topeka,
Ident of the National Education As- sociatlon.
Miss Grace G. Strachan, district superintendent of schools, Brooklyn, N.
Y, and E. T. Fairchild, state superintendent of public Instruction, Topeka,
Kansas, were formally proposed before the nomination committee today
as candidates for president of the
National Education association. All
other candidates were said to have
withdrawn.
The nominating committee, composed of representatives from each
state. It was said, would present a
majority and minority report to the
7,000 active members and the con
test between the two candidates
would be fought out on the floor of
the convention. The active members
also win select a treasurer and one
member of the executive committee.
A declaration of principles setting
forth what the association desires !n
educational
the way of improving
methods also will be adopted. The
selection of a city for the 1913 con
ventlon Is set for tomorrow.
Two main Issues, the contest for
the presidency, and the fight on the
of the association.
proposed
designed by the progressives to "dero- ocratize' the organization, faced the
delegates to the National Education
Association at the opening of today's
'
session. ,
With one battle to their credit the
progressives felt that they would be
able to gain control today and the
election of Mr. Fairchild was freely
Chicago,

-

V

I

'

ENGINE

,

E.li

PRESIDENT N.

VEGAS

LAS

CHOSEN

FAIRCI11LD

u.
predicted. The gfSBrtm
called to order until 11:15
with probability that the elv.
officers would consume several
The relation of the public p
to the movement for recreatSo.
clal and civic orportunlty
;
subject for discussion at the e
feMHion.
Frank P. Walsh, Kansas
City; Rowland Hajnes, field repre-- I
sentative of the Playground and Rec- rtatlon Association of America, Mia-- f
neapolis; Dwlght Perkins, Chicago:
Arthur E. Bostwlck. public librarian.
St. Louis; Knrlch C. Stern, Milwau- kee; Miss Jane Adilams, of Hull
House, Chicago: aud Herman Quick,
editor, Columbus, Ohio, were scheduled to speak on various phases of
tne subject.
E. T. Fairchild, of Topeka, Kan.,
received the majority of the votes of
the nominating committee as nominee
for president of the educational association. His name was expected to
be presented In a majority report as
the nominee of the convention.

WILSON MUST EXPLAIN

Washington, July 10. Represents- Uve Akin of New York Introduced In
the house of representatives a resolution calling on Secretary Wilson to
explain certain alleged relations with
Colorado land projects. The resolution eaya that Jasper Wilson, the sec
retary's son and private secretary, is
now an official of an irrigation corporation at a salary of $10,000 a year
and intimates that settlers in Colorado have been defrauded. It asks for
a report on the Denver reservoir and
Standley dam projects.

;

by-la-

near Canaan,
with telatie
rheumatism due h ray? to uric acid
In his blond. ."Filey Kidney Pills
entirely cured me 'and also removed
numerous black Specks thai were continually before my eyes." Foley Kidney Pills are a uric acid solvent and
are effective for the various forms
of rheumatism. O. Q. Shaefer, Red
A. M. Nason, farming
Me., was badly crippled

i

Cross Drug Store.

Every visitor in Las Vegas (o call

upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
is one of the show places of Vegas.

;

The management was led to believe
by Santa- Fe, Dawson, Albuquerque and
Raton that those cities would have extraordinarily strong clubs. That was
the reason for securing the all star
aggregation of Maroons, The other cities fell down, though they are beginning to strengthen up at this stage
of the game.
The matter has resolved to this:
the Maroons must have better support at the games, expenses must bo
cut down or the team must be disbanded.
The meeting tonight is for the pur.

ROBERT J. TAUPERT
Maker of Uncommon Jewlery.

Hi

pose of threshing out the situation.
The Optic has always declared the
policy of last year and the year before should be put Into operation this

n

pn

f

THIS WEEK AT

BACHMACH'S

creases.

It Is not too late to save the team
for the rest of the season. If neces-

sary, allow two or three players to go,
which will cut down the expenses sufficiently to maintain the club with the
assistance of the amateurs of the city,
Boms' of whom, as everybody knows,
are capable of playing excellent ball.
Perhaps it will not be necessary to
wield the pruning knife, if the 'fans
will agree to patronize the jrames
more consistently..
Las Vegans should remember how
dull It would be here without baseball, the sport that made last summer
and the summer before highly enjoylarge
able to every, and attracted
crowds to the Amusement ball farm.
With baseball cut out there will be

ENTIRE STOCK

ALL SUITS

WHITE LINGERIE

of Women's Dress

AND DRESSES

Skirts at

AT

Dresses Worth Up
To $12 All. New
Styles

14

OFF

1- -4

ANY LADIES'

1-

-4

OFF

SHIRT

WAIST HERE AT

nothing doing.
A prominent business man said this
morning that Las Vegas should retain its baseball team. He says those
persons who care nothing about base
ball should be boosters ot the clul
just as much as the devotees, as u
good baseball team is a great advertisement for a city.
Everybody Is Interested In baseball
and every player, professional and
amateur, In the city, should attend the
meeting tonight and express his views
as on the showing made this evening
depends the fate of the 1912 Maroons.
The managements says, if it Is necessary, it will discharge the player
while there is still sufficient money
to" pay all debts. Quitting the field
out of debt will enable theclub to be
reorganized next year, while to sur
pend playing with a large debt wouK
hill baseball here for years,

&

Materials

$0.09
ANY LADIES' HAT IN

'

'

THE HOUSE AT

OFF

i- -2

OFF

$3.50 & $4.00 OXFORDS
broken assortment of sizes. Some extra
good values in these. Your choice at
A

The

Store of Quality

If

J

"
-

E.LasVegas

1

ss

I

L

year; namely, giving the fans the best
baseball possible with the amount of
money available. In that way the
team can be Improved as Interest in-

V
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NO NECESSITY

CLASSY COLLECTION

II. B. Bergman, division store keeps
TUFTS TAUGHT "LOVE SLAVERY"
er, left this morning on a short
AND ALL SUCH FOOLISH
to
Lam
y.
trip
STUFF
Attorney William G. Haydon rebusi-unes-

FOR REDUCTION

turned last night from a short busi'
ness trip to Clayton.
Taso came
El
W. F. Stephensen of
In last evening from the Pass City on
a short business trip.
F. L. Myers, Santa Fe division superintendent, left this afternoon on
a short business trip to Lainy.
E. T. Plowman, manager of the Cas- teneda hotel, left tnls afternoon on a
two weeks' trip to California.
Mrs. C Nf. Watson arrived yesterday from her home In Lafayette tor
a visit with her son, Wallace Watson.
George Fleming of the Investment
and Agency Corporation returned yesterday, from a short business trip to

Always inquire of us
fore buying elsewhere as
be-

our prices remain the lowest for the highest class of
ready-to-we-

goods,

ar

Dry

Goods. Shoes and Clothing.

Hoffman

&

Graubartta

'

Albuquerque.
,
Mrs. Earl Norton will leave tonight
on train No. 2 for Los Angeles where
Bhe will join Mr." Norton, who is In

(The Popular Priced Store)

Phone Main 104.

business there.

,

Los Angeles, Calif., July
were begun today In the case
of Gorham Tufts, Jr., charged with
having obtained more than flOO.OK1
under false pretenses from his wife,
formerly the wealthy Mrs. Roe of
It Is expected
Fort Korth, Texas.
that the fate of Tufts will be In the
hands of the jury late this afternoon,
with the possibility of a verdict being

rendered tonight
In opening the argument to the jury
the prosecution grilled Tufts severely.
His oriental mysticism. It was asset
was only a cloak for the schemes
which the former cult leader is alleged to have operated. The "love
slavery" In which according to the
testimony, Tufts had held several
persons. Including a" man whom he
brought to live at the homo of his
wife, also figured prominently lu the
rtate's presentation to the ,'nry.

MAROONS

FELLOWS GOTO

HAYWOOD'S
f"

jj

OFFICIAL DISPENSER
OLD

RIPY WHISKEY
GOLDEN BEER ON

CQORS

All

OF

Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies

Family Trade Solicited

Phone Vegas 1.13 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer
Delivered Free.
515 DOUGLAS AVE.
Come and Try Your Luck

.

CAPTAIN HAPPY
N.
Y., July 10. Captain
Amsterdam,
William H. Van Schaick, who was In
command of the steamer General
when it burned in the East river
eight yearj ago and bo many lives
were lost, is living In quiet seclusion
"'
with his wife on their little farm five
j"
miles north of this city. The clouds
i cast over their lives by th,e destrucI tion of the Slocum and the prison sen-- f
tence imposed on the captain had liftf
ed partially when the Titanic came
SLOCUM'S

Slo-cu-

-

as a sad reminder.
t oon his release lrm Sing Sing
I
prison, broken In health and practical
ly Denntless, Captain Van schaicn's
friends raised a purse of $6,400 with
which to buy and stock a little farm.
secHaving previously resided In this
tion,, be decided to locate in the
valley. So he acquired a farm
here and took possession April 1 last.
The farm embraces about 125 aores on
one of, the highest of Fulton county's
hills, affording a beautiful view for
miles around. The farm buildings are
old but still serviceable.
Prison life had left its mark on
mind as wel as body, but already a
remarkable change has taken place,
year,
and today, in his seventy-thirhe appears to be in excellent health
and looks ten years younger. He has
1
taken earnestly to farming. Although
Ithe season was late, vegetation on the
advanced
I Van Schaick farm Is well
'and the captain is looking forward
to a bumper crop. Hay and potatoes
make up a large portion of this year's
Two cows, two heavy worn
crop.
horses and chickens comprise the live
stock.'
5

I

k

d

v

TORUS

Dawson
Ambos, ss
Walch, 2b
Cook, lb

,

Alba-quesqu-

.

vvlTH

THE BOXERS

Ey-to-

4'

Owen Moran and Jack White have
signed for a clash to take place (at
Vernon, Calif., July 27.
bac!: '
Carl Morris will try to "come
once more when he meets con convai.
Okla .i"iy j
key at Sapulpa,
Man-do- t,
Now that he has defeated Joe
should
he
Willie Ritchie
be given another chance at 01,ampin
'
Ad Wolgast.
oal-e--

Old papers tor saw.

Optic office
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Dawson,

t't

Santa Fe, 2; Ma
-

Fe. 0; ' Ma- -

Santa

10.
30
10.

Santa Fe, 8;

Ma- '

Albuquerque

8;

Ma- -

Albuquerque,

6;

Ma- -

1

roons, 15..

June
roons,

2
7.

June
roons,

8

Indians,

2;

Ma- -

9

Indians,

6;

Ma- -

11

Colorado

Spr'.ugs,

8.

June
roons,

8.

June

9.

2; Maroons,

June

Colorado

12

Springs,

13.

7; Maroons,

June 13 Colorado Spring,
3; Maroons, 4.
June 15 Abuquerque.
2;
Maroons, 7.
June 16 Albuquerqua,
1;
Maroons, 6.
June 24 Trinidad, 0; Ma- roons, 7.
June

ns,

Trinidad,

Ma- -

4;

1.

June

28- -

--

Raton, 10;

Ma-

roons, 14.

Dalhart, 3; Maroons,

1

July
13.

2

July
11.

Dalhart, 0; Maroon9,

'

""''

Dalhart 0; Maroons,

3

July
10.

July

4

roons,

14.
5
12.
6

July
roons,
July

Amarlllo,

1;

Ma- -

Atnarillo,

7;

Ma- -

Amarillo,

7;

Ma- -

Amarlllo,

8;

Ma- -

Dawson,

4;

Ma- -

Pal-zer- s,

roons, 16,
7

July

roons, 13.'

July

91

roons, 14.

Standing of the Team
Won 24, lost 1; per cent
.960.

:

By hard hitting, coupled with numerous errors by the visitors, the Ma

roons yesterday afternoon defeated
the Dawson club by a score of 14 to
4.
twlrler
Richards, the
who gave the Maroons a lot of trouble last year, was easy yesterday,
Lockhart pitched for the Maroons
and did effective work. Jack Lyons
made a sensational catch in centerfield that relieved the monotony.
The box score;
left-fiand-

--

-

AB. R. H. PO. A.
5
4

,. ..5

McKnight' If
Stokesbery, cf
Geddes,
Whelan,

rf
c

Potts, 3b
Richards,

p.

Totals
Las Vegas
Clark, It

13

2

1
1
0
1

3
2

112

0
0
0

Jfl,

0
2
0
0
0
0
2
2
2

That there Is one subject Jack Cur
ley; doesn't care much about discuss
3
.3
ing 18 evident from the following in4 1
0
terview with the promoter of the re
9
3
cent fight at Las Vegas, published In
41
0
'
the Kansas City Journal:
4 0 2 0
"How about Las Vegas, Jack?"
"Never
..36 4 12 24 8 10
J. Curley, chaperon of Jim Flynn
AB. R, H..PO. A. E. and
promoter of the recent fiasco at
6
0 Las
Vegas, elevated both hands and
5.0 0 7 0 0 begged the questioner not to shoot
6 3 2 2 0 0 He
murmured something about the
4 2 3 0
general undeslrabllity of the recent
.5 3 3 1 1 0 fight capital," and begged his hear
3 2 3 2 0 0 ers to believe
him that he wouldn't
4

12
13

Lockhart, p
Owen, 3b
Ellis, rf
Mclntyre, lb
Ward, 2b
Sorensen, ss

'

FOR THE CHILDREN
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSON8

QUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE
NO OPIATES

NO NARCOTICS

FOLEY'S IIOHEYmTAR

'

10

4

5

.......6
.....42

2
1

3 10
3 2
1 2

1

0

3

1

14 19 27 10

2

0

COMPOUND
A COMMON COLD neglected may eo
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, of
PNEUMONIA which often means a sud
den fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
house and give at first sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes.
.

O. G. Schaefer
Red Cross Drug Co.

1

4

Score by Innings:
Dawson
Las Vegas

i

'

1110

Buckles, c
Lyons, cf

Totals

one question that's worse than an InThe following from the pea of quiry as to the general satisfactory
Claude Johnston In the Kansas City ness ot the weather when the merStar will be of interest to Las Ve cury Is bumping
"How
gans:
If you love me,
about Las Vegas
Mr. IL W. Lanigan, "official" chief take it away. Tie It outside. Forget
of the publicity bureau for the late it Can It Don't mention It if you
JCurleyiFnynn disaster; Dave Ansel- please."
pnotograarter, and
berg, "official"
But for all that It must be admitted
Thomas Cannon, "official" announcer, that Curley's experience with near
are with us today. Being at the head prize tights In New Mexico hasn't
of the publicity bureau, Mr. Lanigan saddened him perceptibly. There was
naturally Is the spokesman of the no Bloom In evidence In the Curley
party. Mr. Lanigan admits that the party. They scrambled merrily oft
battle proper was rather a crude af- the train, raided the fruit and news
fair and that the financial and of the stands, held a rapid tire reception and
game was anything tint a triumph, but scrambled merrily back again. A
you must "give It to him for the re- crimp of a few thousand doesn't seem
markable press work.
to worry the promoter, and what
Take It Mr. Lanigan.
happened
July 4 didn't shake his
When Mr. Lanigan and his ' asso faith In the fistic talents
of Jim
ciates left dreary Las Vegas, 'Mr. Flynn.
Flynn was vainly trying to head to
Flynn wasn't hurt, and 1 believe
ward Pueblo. He was attired in a he had a chance to whip Johnson. I
second hand motor car and several believe that as much as I believe any"official" alternates were following thing," said Curley. "He was bloody
closely In his wake. As the "alter- from his bleeding nose, but you can't
nates" probably won't be needed for hurt Flynn by hitting htm on the
some time to come, no one Is worry- nose. The police rushed In to stop
the fight as soon as they had an exing about them.
Promoter cuse. If It had gone on, there might
Mr. Lanigan says that
N
Curley left New Mexico perfectly in- have been a different story to tell.
tact and sorrowful only 'because Mr.
"Las .Vegas got a good, clean deal.
Flynn was treated so harshly by John None of the UBual gambling games
Arthur Johnson and the state police. was brought in. We cut all that out
Now, If Johnson hadn't held and the and Btaged the fight on its merits.
"We expected treatment different
police hadn't Interfered- The "official" photographer then from what we got We played fair.
suggested that we have another group As for Flynn, he expected to take a
picture with Mrs. John Arthur John- terrible beating during the first 15
son out of It and Mr. Lanigan forgot rounds. He was still In good shape
i
his lines temporarily. '
when the fight was stopped. It was
But getting back to the ""battle of pretty rough, but fighting Is a rougb
the century," Mr, Lanigan,'1 speaking game. A man expects to be hit when
for Mr. Curley (presumably), says be goes Into the ring."
r
No Money for Flynn
;
that Jim Flynn will beat all the
In the
Wells, and McCartys
There seems to be no end to the
business. Jim, you know, never did discussion as to how much Jim Flynn
have much luck with the blacks, and made out of the fight with Johnson
from now on he will stick to his own In Las Vegas. The latest report Is
color. Mr. Lanigan avers Flynn fin- that Johnson took only $21,000 Instead
ished his contest with Johnson In of $31,000 and as a result was given
fairly good condition tarring his $8,000 and a Benz automobile, which
nose, Hps and wounded feelings and formerly was owned by Promoter Curwill be ready to slug at the sound of ley.
the gong In the near future.
This must be a mistake. Two hours
Mr. Flynn, so the story goes, will he before Flynn left Las Vegas I asked
married shortly and that may Improve him If there was any truth In a rumor that he received $8,000. "It Is ab
his ring manners perhaps.
"Contrary to the stories sent out; solutely false," said Jim. "I came to
Flynn left Las Vegas with consider this town with $8,000 to my credit
able 'jack' In his pockets," said Mr. and am leaving with $5,000 and an automobile. The $8,000 is former earnLanigan. "Mr. Curley gave him
Benz motor car and $6,000.
ings in the ring and the auto comes
Where the $6,000 came from Mr. from Manager Curley and Is the only
Lanigan did not state, but the writer thing I get out of this fight"
Johnson left 24 hours before Flynn
knows all about that desperate motor
car.
did and stated as he boarded the train
Mr. Lanigan also wishes to deny the that he had the $31,000. He also restatement given out by Mr. Johnson peated this statement In Chicago Satthat the "alternates" at the ringside urday night In the first Wace no one
shouted for Mr. Flynn to bite. His ever saw Johnson give an opponent
version of the occurrence was that they $8,000. He likes the currency too well
himself.
only shouted for Jim to 'butt.

r

Ma-

4;

himself.
"Believe me," he said, "there's Just

$6,000

8.

June

i

"FIGHTING- - FIREMAN

MAROONS' RECORD.
18 Dawson,
6; Ma-

20.
26
7.
29

FLYl'S

WAGES

HANG IT ONTO DAWSON BY
SCORE OF 14 TO 4 YESTERDAY AFTERNOON.

r

Mrs. W. V. Long; a former resident
of Las Vegas, arrived this afternoon
from her home In El Paso tor a visit
here with Mrs. F. L. Myers.
Mrs. H. E. Fell and daughter, who
have been In Las Vegas several MASONIC BANQUET IS
weeks visiting Mrs. Fell's parents,
will return to Raton tonight.
AN ENJOYABLE EVENT
Charles A. Spless and his cousin.
afMax Spless, are In Taos, looking
ter some lands In which the former Is ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTEEN
Interested in the 1'aos valley.
BIRTH.
GUESTS CELEBRATE
DA.Y OF LOCAL ODGE
C, S. Williams, arrived yesterday
from Denver, to enter Into his duties
as cashier In the local office of the
The celebration of the fiftieth anWells Fargo Express company.
niversary of Chapman lodge No. 2 was
Ladies' braids made to order. See brought to a conclusion last evening
our 32 inch hair in French refined, with a banquet at the Castaneda no3 oz. braid for $10.50, till the 18th of ted which was one of the brilliant
July. Mrs. J. Talchert, 610 Douglas. social events of the year, and which
2t will go on record as one of the most
Phone Vegas 340.
Charles A. Spiess and his nephew, successful affairs In the history of
Max Spless, were visitors In, Santa Masonry In Las Vegas. Many mem
Fe yesterday and today. Mr. Spless bers of the order in other cities
old and
will go to Mora from the Capital City in the state and Masons
young from Chapman lodge were preson legal business.
ent to the number of 115. A spirit of
Lody .Grinsdale, accompanied ""by his
and congeniality
good fellowship
left
af
this
Rosco
Grinsdale,
brother,
reigned.
ternoon for Chicago and points In
A number of the Visiting Masons
Indiana where they will visit friends
short talks, or responded to
made
and relatives for several weeks.
N. O. Herman,
toasts.
worshipful
Miss Mildred Hawklnson arlved yes
of Chapman lodge, made the
- master
McPherfrom
afternoon
terday
address of welcome to the many
son, Kan., for a short visit in Las Ve
guests, and W. J. Lucas presided at
Miss
York.
Miss
Mossy
gas, rwith
the
banquet as toastmaster. Alpheus
Hawkinson was formerly a resident
A. Keen, secretary ot the grand lodge,
of Las Vegas.
an adress on "The Grand
William Lewis, Santi Fe car fore made
of New Mexico," which was InLodge
New
York
for
afternoon
man, left this
teresting and eloquent Dr. James H
City from which port he will sail for
Wroth, district deputy grand master,
friends
will
visit
England, where he
on "The Past History of Ma
and relatives In his old home. Mrs. spoke
while Judge William H. Pope
-sonry,"
Lewis accompanied him.
of Santa Fe, took a glance into the
F. T. Woodward, Santa Fe coal in- future. Richard H.
Hanna, of Santa
spector, with headquarters In Colora- Fe, ' justice of the supreme court of
do Springs, was In Las Vegas today New Mexico, made an address on "Pa
on business. J. C. Clarke, a coal In
triotism," A. B. McMillan, spoke on
spector from Pittsburgh, Kan., accom "Freemasonry and the (Professions,"
panied Mr. Woodward to Las Vegas
William
J. Mills
and
Dan Daly, chief Inspector of the talked on "The Mason Governors of
Santa Fe lines, was In, Las Vegas yes New Mexico."
terday and today on business. Mr.
One of the most interesting num
Daly was formerly a resident of Las bers on the entire program was the
Vegas, having been employed as an reading of selections of poems of Bob
HIS
engineer out of here 30 years ago.
by Burns, who was a prominent Ma
Mrs. Charles A. Spless and guests,
Miss May Ross. AH of the
son,
by
Mr. and Mrs. MCKeever and Buel Mc- CLUB HAS BATTLE
readings were from poems dealing
Keeverrpf Chicago, and Mrs. Simon with Masonry and were appropriate to
:
Neustadt of Albuquerque.;,? left this the occasion.
morning "In the. Spless auto for the
George Ward, who is one of the PROMOTER DECLARES WOLGAST
Valley ranch, to be absent several oldest members of Chapman
AND RIVERS WILL FIGHT
lodge,
days.:
IN HIS ARENA.
M.
to
R.
L.
as
did
a
toast,
responded
Manuel Manzanares, editor of the Ross.
C. W. G. Ward gave a toast
Fort Sumner Review, and a member to "Women."
Los Angeles, July 10. From James
The banquet was
of the state legislature, who has been
brought to a close after midnight with Coffroth of San Francisco and from
a visitor in Las Vegas for the past "Auld
Lang Syne," sung by the mem- other fight promoters In various parts
of the country bids came in today for
month, left this afternoon for his home bers of the lodge.
In Fort Sumner. He made the trip by
the return match, between Wolgast
sucThe menu, the credit for the
the way of Santa Fe, where he will cess of which Is
Joe Rivers, but to every report
and
T.
to
E.
due
largely
of
the
stop on business.
forthcoming battle going elsePlowman, manager of the Castaneda
F. M. Palmer, who after thirty hotel, and to John Stein, division su where Tom McCarey, the Vernon
years in the service of the Wells Far- perintendent of the Harvey house sys- - fight magnate, made the same reply:
"Rivers and Wolgast will fight at
go Express company has been relievem, who has been a member of Chaped and retired on a pension, left this man
for the past 20 years, was Vernon on Labor Day. That is set
lodge
afternoon for his ranch In Colorado, a delicious one, and was
tled."
beautifully
where he will spend the summer. Mr.; served. The
McCarey completed the articles of
o:
committee
banquet
Palmer was cashier In the local office
today, and said he had ar
agreement
H.
of
Klnkel,
George
three, composed
of the company.
W. II. Stapp and William J. Lucas, ranged a meeting for this afternoon
Frank Hayes, foreman of the Santa had
between the champion, the challenger
charge of the entire affair and anfl
Fe paint gang, returned yesterday loo much credit can nor be
their managers when signatures
given them
The palnf :or the success of
from a trip to California.
would
be affixed.
event.
the
The new articles are the same as
gang will soon begin Its summers
i ne visiting brotners who
were
those under which the July 4 battle
work, starting here and working north .M'sts of
Chapman lodge at th
over the division. Arthur Minium quet are as follows: A. A. Keen, of was fought, with the exception that
has been employed as a sign painter Albuquerque; A. B. McMillan of Al no referee 4 Is named. McCarey reserved the right to select the referee
and Bill. Coleman, will accompany the buquerque; Dr. J. H. Wroth of
and he declared that no outhimself,
gang as chief cook and bottlewasher
E. R. Paul, of Santa Fe;
William H. Pope, Richard H. Hanna, side man would ever referee a fight
and E. R. Crichton ot Santa Fe. Mrs. a fight at Vernon again. Charles
the Los Angeles veteran, would
POEM DOES WORK
Hanna was also a guest at the dinner.
'
officiate hereafter, he said.
10.
A
Invariably
prisoner
An orchestra the personnel of which
Washington, July
"Mother' Poem," woven about the Is Mrs. Charles Kohn, James Cook
desolation of her only child, so touch- O. C. Zlngg and H. M. Northrup,
VALENTINE STILL WORKING.
ed President JTaft's heart that he to- played during the course of the dinWashington, July 10 Secretary of
day commuted to expire at once the ner.
the Interior Fisher flatly denied today
year sentence of
five and one-hal- f
that Robert G. Valentine, commissionMay E. Brown, convicted at Salt Lake
er of Indian affairs, had resigned.
SPECIAL
1911
the
of
AT
RATES
HARVEY'S
20,
violating
June
City,
For parties remaining onf month or The White House and the Interior dewhite slave lawv The1 trial judge and
United States attorney endorsed the through the season. Addrei's Harvey's partment are receiving many letters
woman's
appeal for cleemncy, the Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' of- from all parts of the country sugfice 614 Lincoln avenue.
gesting available men to succeed him.
first granted in a. white slave case.
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May
roons,
May
roons,
May
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May
roons,
May
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JACK

BEAT WHERE

AN ANCIENT

ihar-rretis-

0000

go back there It they'd give him a
clear
title to all the little end of the
DID
Rocky Mountains. Mrs. Curley, a bride
J ot a few weeks, seconded the motion.
Curley, who had stepped oft the Santa limited, which was carrying him
away from Las Vegas and In the direction of Chicago as fast as steam
could, took a big bite of the peach
that he had bought at the union station fruit stand, looked the InterroTHE THE SMILING CURLEY PAID THE gator right in the eye and declared

WEDDING

The marriage of Mi.-Margaret
Ryan Duerr, daughter ot Mr. aud Mrs.
John F. Duerr, formerly resident cf
l.as Vegas, to Aivust M. Agulrre, celebrated In San Francisco last Saturday, was, according to the Sac. Francisco payers, ow ot the mo it beaut'-fu- ,
affairs ot the summer season. The
following I? a ihlalled ropoi; of the
wedding clipped from one of ;hi .a;i
fomla papers.
The marriage of Miss Margaret
Ryan Duerr and August M. Aguirre,
which was celebrated in St Mary's
tathedral last evening, was among
functions
the most brilliant social
that the summer has yet seen. The
handsome edifice was illuminated by
a myriad of candles, while' the altars
and railings were banked wl'.'i masses of flowers shading from rtaw.--i pluk
la a full, rich crimson.
The bride was given In marriage by
n.-father. She woie a robe of white
satin draped in embroidered chiffon
and embellished with point applique
lace and she carried a shower bouquet
rf orchids and JlHes of the valley. A
coronet of orangs blossoms, which
Ltld her tulle veil In place, gave the
liulshlng touch to her costume. Attending her as matron of honor was
her sister, Mrs. John F. Shea. She
e
was attired In a gown of ye'low
trimmed-witshadow lace and
pcail ornaments and she carried a
bouquet cf yellow tea ro.'sr Miss
LteIo Duerr, another sister, was the
maid of honor and wore a gown of
pale green charmeuse trimmed with
heavy lace and relieved by touches
of geranium pink, and the bridesmaid.
Miss Genevieve Plutt wore pink chiffon cloth over satin in the same shade.
Iioth the maid of honor and the
bridesmaid carried pink roses. The
ushers were Harry McKenzie and Wal
ter Schmltz. Heading the wedding
procession were the ring bearer ar-.the flower girl, Master Jack Shea, the
bride's nephew, and little Miss Catherine Shea, ner niece. Rev. Father
San Andreo of the Church of Our
Lady of Guadalupe, an Intimate friend
of the groom's family for many years,
was the officiating clergyman. After
the marlage a reception was held at
the' home of the bride's parents In
Sutter street Mr. and Mrs., Agulrre
will leave today on an extended
honeymoon, during which they will
visit Salt Lake City and Yellowstone
park. On their return they will re
side at the St1 Francis hotel. Mrs,
Agulrre Is the daughter ot Mr. and
Mrs. John F, Duerr, formerly of Ham
ilton, O., where. Duerr was auditor
of Butler county for a number of
years. The family moved to this city
about a year ago. The bride was a
pupil of Loretto convent at Las Vegas, N. M., and also ot the State Uni
versity of New Mexico at Las Vegas.
The bridegroom Is the son of Mr. and
Mrs, Raymond Agulrre. His father
is a well known French and Spanish
court interpreter. He Is a graduate
of Santa Clara university and Is wel!
known in club and fraternal circles,
where he Isaffiliated with the Knights
of Columbus, the Order of Elks, the
Olympic and Dolphin clubs and the
Native Sons of the Golden West
h
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Summary: Sacrifice hits Buckles,
Sacrifice
Lyons, Lockhart, Whelan.
fly Ellis. Two base hits Ambos 2,
Cook, Owen, Mclntyre, Ward. Three
base hits Walsh, Richards, Owen,
Ellis. Double plays Sorensen to Mclntyre, Ward to Mclntyre. Struck
out by Richards 5, by Lockhart 6.
Bases on halls off Lockhart 1. Balk
Lockhart. Hit hy pitcher Lockhart Time of game 1:45. Umpire

PATRONIZE

HOME

INDUSTRIES

YOU CAN NOW SECURE

CRYTAL CREAMERY

BUTTER

AT ALL LOCAL GROCERIES
This butter is made in Las Vegas, by Las Vegas , people and
from Las Vegas Cream
GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY PURE AND FRESH

McWenle.
During the summer months mothers of young children should watch
for any unnatural looseness of the
bowels. When given prompt attention

at

time serious trouble may be
avoided.
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy cr,n always he depended upon. For st,le by
all dealers.

Made in the lightest, most sanitary plant with the most
dern machinery procurable.
,

HANUFACTUREO

BY

this-

CRYSTAL CREAMERY CO.

mo-

veOA

IX

BUSINESS

N. J. Gorhara, casnier bank oi
Woodvllle. Woodvllle, Ga bad a very
severe attack of kidney trouble ana
the pains In hl kidneys and back
were terrible. "I got a bottle of TOey Kldner Pllla Irom our drugpst
and they entirely relieved me. I navs
more benefit from them than any out
er medicine." O. O. 8chaefer. Bed
Cross Drug Store;

, ,

-

..DIRECTORY

An Increasing number of people
regularly of the satisfactory rePills
ulU from taking Foley Kidney
and commend their healing and cura
tive oualltlee.
Foley
Kidney PUIS
are a carefully prepared medicine,
guaranteed to contain no harmful or
habit forming drugs. They can have
td for
only a beneficial effect when
and bladder troubles, tor
kidney
rheumatism, weak back
backache,
or lumbago. O. Q. Shaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store.

DAILY

Board, uuleee claimed by owner on or
before July 30, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will b sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
last pub. July 20, '12
10,
1st pub. July

re-no-

CLJJTflAL 1101 EL
U.7RS.mmn.

FLINT,

Prop

Cor. Grand and Douglas Ave.
'
Sast Las Vegas, . M.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BlEHL, PropUtor

416 Grand

days of high coBt of living,

In these
a medicine that gets a man up out
of bed and able to work in a few nays
Is a valuable and welcome remedy.
John Heath, Michigan Bar. Cal., had
kidney and bladder trouble.
rnnfinaii to his bed. unable to turn
without heln. "I commenced using
Folev Kidney Pills and can truly
say I was reloleved at once." His ex
j. u
ample is worth loiiowmg.
Shaefer, Red Cross Drug S,tore.

Ave

Phone Main 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles (or Hire

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern tnat the roiiowing described estray animal was taken np by
G. J. Munhollon, Schroeder, N. M.
One dun or cream male
horse with strip In face, 10 years.
00 lbs., 13 hands.
Branded
On left hip
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 30. 1912, Bald date being
10 davs after last abearance of this
advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board tor the benefit of the
owner when found.

CrriC,

WEDNESDAY, JULY

1911.

1

before July SJ, 1912, said date being
10 days after list appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the 7,"
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12

1st

It n e optic?
'
ittllii4ltUltl,liu.'
?

Estray Advertisement
8
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de- 9
scribed estray animal was taken up by 9

To-wl- t:

M. E. Phillips,

KoeUler, N. M.
One roan mare, 700 lfcs.
years, 12 hands' high.

To-wl- t:

6

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 30, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOA KD,
m.
Albuquerque,
1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, 12
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L A. F. A
conv
A V - Hecmar
municatloD
first and
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month. VUitlag brota- -

COLUMN!

NO

invited

cordlally
RATE8

CAFE

RESTAURANT AND

LOBBY.

CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

FOR

ADVER

cents per line eaeh Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
line, Alt advert! menta charged
will be bookd at apace actually sat,
without regard to number of word a
Cash In advance preferred.
Five

11

1.
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
Meta
PYTHIAS
OF
KNIGHTS
v
.
verv Monday
Caatle
in
nln
v IstfioK Kotubtsara
Invito
tordiii

Ha

4

Ml

R. Murray,

Harman. W. 1L:
Secretary.
N. O.

ft,' '

CAS VEttAS COMMANDEHY. NO. 2,
Rg- o.y0 KNIGHTS TEMPLAR

"

r

'

j
;

.1

i'i.4.
nler.

E

Uebsca

Chaneuo

(4inintaoder Harr
eeper
Mrt"1,
KtHKrds and Soai.

conclave eeoeae T
seond and
momth at Ma-- 8. P. O. ELKS Meets.
day la
of each
evening
fourth
Tuesday
D.
at 7:0 p. m. C
sonlo Tempi
Vlnlting
ball.
C.
It.
O.
Re- month at
Boucher, 8. C; CJiaat Tamme,
cordially lnviied. r.
brothers
cordw.
.
D. McElroy, Kxalted iiuier, v.
Condon, Secretary.
LAS VEQAS CHAPTM No. I, ROYAL
k

'iular

ARCH MASONS JUfalar convoca
ATtfOKXKYH
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Estray Advertisement
tion lrst Monday In aach
u
Notice Is hereby given tr whom
Albuquerque, N. M.
TemMaaonla
meat
at
ue- HUNKER
HUNKER
1st. pub. July 10. last pub. July 20, '12 may concern that the roiiowing
R.
pi, at T:t pi m. M.
Summer colds are herd to get rid
A. mub
was taaen up oj
Cheater
H.
Geo.
Hunker
animal
scribed
estray
1".
O.
WUflama, H. p.;
nf. and freauently lead to astnma
..
.. .
.
,
VMlf
at Law.
n.
uuuerrea,
Aiauieua,
unmiano
Attorneys
uo
Advertisement
lev
Estrav
noi
and
Blood,
fever,
bronchitis,
Secretary.
hay
Naw Mai- nLaa Vagaa.
One white mare, is years.
Mutt
!i hereby riven to whom It
your cold get a hold on you, but use
Manufacturer,
Tar
and
Compound
Carriage
Foley's Honey
may concern that the following aeRANSFORO CHAPTER NO, J, O. E.
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN L
for oulck relief. W, H. Allen, Chet srHhAd Antra v animal was taken ud by
Branded
General Blacksmithing,
PIIV8ICIAVS
8 M ta lrst aad third lYidays in
sea, Wis, says: "Wr prefer Foley's
On left hip
to other
Wagon Mound, N. M.
Maaoala Taapla. Mra, T.
Bowan,
Honey and Tar Compound
Carriage Painting'
Said animal being unknown to this
DR. H. W. HOUF
One red cow, partly wnue
because It quickly
cough medicines
Worthy Katroai; Jamas
RaUedge
eavy
DEALER
1016 Fifth St
cures coughs and colds. It will ward face, 8 years.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Residence
Worthy Patroa; Hra, Oaorga Tripp,
off a cold K taken In time." Con
before July 30, 1912, said date being
Grand Avenue
Office 606
Sacra
Faona
uo
Branded
Mala
129,
Hardware and
tary.
WANTED Cirl to wash d'sbea and
tains no opiates. O. G. Shaefer, Red
293. Office Main 4
before
12, 1912, said date being
Main
Rea.
Phones
avenua
July
Qraad
On left ribs
Cross Drug Store.
wait on table. See Mrs. Hall at
Wagon Material
this
of
10
12
10
after
last
to
appearance
Office hours
m.; 2 to 4 p. m.
days
t
La Casa de Ramona.
Said animal being unknown to this advertisement, said estray will be sold
FRATERNAL
NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF DIBROTHERHOOD
NO.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Dy tnlg Board toT the benefit of the
DKNTISTH
10J Meats avary Monday night at
VORCE SUIT
WANTED
403
room
before July 30, 1912, said date being owner
Dining
girl.
n found- O. R. O. Hall, on Bouglaa avenue, at
State of New Mexico
Railroad avenue.
before July 12, 1912, said date being
DR. CLIFFORD PLEW, DENTIST
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
o'clock.
Vial ting mambars are
In the District Court
M
10 days after last appearance of this
N.
Successor to
Albuquerque,
E. Qehrlng,
CLAY AND HAVENS
cordially weJoom.
County of San Miguel,
advertisement, said estray will be sold lst plIb.juiy 10, last pub. July 20, '12 WANTED Position as bookkeeped prealdant; J. T. Bualar. aacratary;
Dr. E L. Hammond
Lulstta Herrera de Joquel
by lady of eight years' experience.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Office 7 Crockett Building.
C. H. Bally, treaaarar.
Plaintiff,
Livery, Feed and Sales Stables.
i
Address 315 Eighth street Tele
Advertisement
owner when found.
Estray
Main 115
Phone
vs.
Case No. 7416
phone Main 419.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
CATTLE SANITARY BOARO,
Good Rigs & Prompt Service
Residence
Phone Olive 5462.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Eugenlo Joquel,
Albuquerque, N. M. Imay concern that the following de
71
Phone Main
Meet In the forest of brother
1202 National Ave
Defendant
ist, pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12 scribed estray animal was taken up by WANTED Furnished house keeping love at Woodmen of tha Wor
You, Eugenlo Joquel, the defend
rooms, close in, by permanent parE. J. White, Estancia.
LOCAL T1HECAED
ant In th,e above entiled cause of ae
I
une male coil, maun, i. ties; no children. Rent in advance. halL on the second and fourth Ft
a...... a jir.i4ii.m,nt
8
C.
CI
are
m.
of
each
month
ac
at
tlon,
p.
day
hereby notified that an
Address P. O. Box 494, City.
feet hig1!.
Notice Is hereby given to whom !t years, 300 lbs., 4
EAST BOUND
tlon for divorce has been commencConsul; O. Laemml6, Clerk. Via
JOHN N. KINNEY
urtuiueu
moo nnrArn tlint thn fnllowlni fle-- l
mmwm
Arrive
are
ed against you in the District Court
lng neighbors
especially
WANTED Every lady and child to
On left shoulder
animal waa taken up by
1:11 V- X
:10 p. m.
coma
So.
of the County of San Miguel and scribed eBtray
Invited.
and
cordially
take a look at the bargains In our
Said animal being unknown to this
ACCOUNTANT AND AUDITOR
Marcellno Sanchez. Loa Padillas, N.
11:W 9-No. 4. ...11:06 p m
State of New Mexico by the above
linen sale. 6, 10 and 25 Cent Store.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
M.
m
1:15
1:16 a. m
No. 8
nam.e4 plaintiff; that said plaintiff
E.
i.
641
LODGE
NO.
R08ENWALD
. m
One sorrel white face before July 30, 1912, said date being
Phone Main 40.
1:10
Kith and Douglas.
m
1:45
10
p.
No.
I. O. of B. B. Meet
seeks an v absolute divorce on tl'6
evary flrat
10 days after last appearance of this WANTED
Agents. Singer Sewing
horse 8 years, 500 lbs.
of the month In tha veati?
grounds tlof abandonment, desertion
sold
Machine Co., 608 Douglas.
Tuesday
be
will
said
estray
advertisement,
Branded
WEST BOUND
rooma of Temple Monteflore at i
and
that unless you enby this Board for the benefit of the
On left hip
P. MACKEL
1:45 p.
1:20 p. nu.
1
No.
t
m.
o'clock
ter or cause- to be entered your ap
p.
Ylsltins brothers art
WANTED Porter at Hotel La Pen
owner when found.
'
6:15 p.
m
a.
Branded
6:10
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
8
Isaac Appal. No.
sion.
pearance In this cause on or before
oordlUly tnvited
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
.4:60 p.
m.
4:40
7
Siardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging the 19th
p.
On
No.
right hip
President; Charlea Greenclay, See
day of August A. D. 1912,
Albuquerque, N. M,
7:00 9. m
6:36 p. m.
and Glazing.
No.
retary.
Judgment will be taken against you
Said animal being unknown to this 1st. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
by default,,
Board, unless claimed by, owner on or
great Side Plaza . . . .Old Town
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
Plaintiffs attorneys are Charles G. before July 30, 1912, said date being
There la more Catarrh la this secJULY
SPECIAL 100 Buff
Rock
.NO. 804. Meets second and foar
of the country than all other dis
tion
Hedgcock'and Leo M. Tipton, whose 10 dava after last atmearance of this ,
Pitrav Advertisement
chicks, $10. Mrs.'M. E. Stevens,
n
httfl Olno..
n v.
It W
eases
...
Tliiii4a
put together, and until the last
w.
u.
,vuu
a,
juim.
office and postoffice address are Las advertisement, said estray will be sold
It
Notice Is hereby given to whom
Humboldt, Kan.
was supposed to ne incurfew
years
o
memoera
ara
ouiiaing.
Vegas, New Mexico.
visiung
by this Board for the benefit of the may concern that the following de- able. For a great many years docLORENZO DELGADO,
dlally lnvied. Peter Emenaker, G. tors pronounced It a local disease and
(Seal)
owner when found.
'
scribed estray animal was taken up by FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE Good
.LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
K., Richard Devine, F. S.
Clerk of the District Court.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
prescribed local remedies, and by
R. B. Schoonmaker, Harvey's Ranch,
of
on
business property
piece
best
'
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and
constantly falling to cure with local
N.
M.
Albuquerque,
street in Las Vegas. Cheap for
East Las Vegas, N. M.
treatment, pronounced it Incurable.
General Repairing
One black mare 7 or 8
lst. pub. July 10. last pub. July 20, '12
cash or will take Kansas City I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO Science has proven Catarrh to be a
1.
Meets
every Monday evening a constitutional disease, and therefore
Estray Advertisement
520-6t- h
E. Las Vegas
Street
years, 1,000 lbs.
property in exchange. Address
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
treatment
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit requires
constitutional
Branded
L. V. P. O. Box 38.
may concern that the following deEstray Advertisement
lng brethren cordially invited to at Hall's Cattarrh Cure, manufactured
On right shoulder
by F. J. Cheney & Co, Toledo, Ohio,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
r UK saljs Fine bay colt 3 years tend. J . D. Frtdenatine, N. O.; Is
Branded
the only Constlt utlonr 1 cure on the
Auto mobile, Carriage &
J. H. Emerson, Hagerman, N. M.
de
the
concern
that
following
M.
Elwcod
V.
T.
Frank Frlea,
G.;
may
market
It Is taken Internally 'In
old, runabout and harness. 301
On
shoulder
left
One old bay unbroken scribed estray animal was taken up by
Secretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer doses from 10 drops to a teaspoonfuL
avenue.
Railroad
Branded
C. Y. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
hands high, about 4 years. J. L. Kinkade, St. Vrain, N. M.
horse, 14
It acts directly on the blood and muOn left hip
cous surfaces of the system. They
One black horse, 10 or 12
Branded
N. 0. HERMAN
to this FOR SALE Ten large work mares
offer one hundred dollars for
Said
unknown
animal
being
13
hands.
, On right shoulder
700
lbs.,
years,
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues case it falls to cure. Send for any
cirApply 620 Grand avenue.
on or
owner
claimed
unless
by
Board,
Has a scar
,
r 1 Branded
VK
day evenings each month, at Wood culars and testimonials.
Ave
30, 1912, said date being
l
before
July
429
rr.
1
luff
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., ToOn left hip
man hall. Visiting Brothers cot
I
typewriter
10 days alter last appearance of this FOR SALE Underwood
to attend. A. H ledo, O,
Branded
Invited
and
Said animal being unknown to this
Bacharach
dlally
motorcycle.
Inquire
sold
will
be
Sold by druggists, 75c.
advertisement, said estray
On right hip
Adler. President; E. C. Ward. 8a
Brothers.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Take Hall's Family Pills for
by this Board for the benefit of the
before July 30, 1912, said date being
Said animal being unknown to this owner when found.
retary. .
10 days after last appearance of this Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
advertisement said estray will be sold before July 30, 1912, said date being
'
Albuquerque, N. M.
JJBWLY REMODELED
by this Board for the benefit of the 10 days after last appearance of this
10
a8t pub. July 20, '12
pub.July
lgt
owner when found.
WILL RENT my 12 room furnished
advertisement, sam estray win De so:a
Private Baths and Lavatories
MM Ifea. ar Mora, Each Delivery
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
fee par 1a iba.
residence.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Apply 803 Jackson.
Advertisement
Estr.y
LSM Iba. to lfiO Iba, Each Delivery .,
2Se par 1M lb
Albuquerque, N. M.
owner when found.
Steam Heat Private Telephones
!t
Notice is hereby given to whom
St laa. ta 1.0M Iba Eaot, Da livery
1D0 per let rea
lst. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Rates $2.50 per day and up
concern that tne roiiowing de- FOR RENT Furnished rooms. Mrs,
may
M Iba. to tOt Iba, Eaeh Delivery
4Se per 18$ iba.
Albuquerque, N. M.
710
Dell
Grand
avenue.
Chambers,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
AMERICAN PLAN
Laaa Than 6t Iba, Eaeh Delivery
ga per 1te iba
Estray Advertisement
lst. itub. July 10, last pub.July 20, "12 B. C. Terry, Solano, N. M.
Special Rates by Week or Month Notice Is hereby given to whom it
One' black mare, 650 lbs , FOR RENT Front room on first
may concern that the following de
floor, with bath,' on car line. Ap
13 bands, 3 years.
scribed estray animal was taken np by
Branded
Estray Advertisement
ply 509 Sixth street.
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Marcellno Sanchez, Los Padillas, N.
Notice la hereby given to whom it
On right Bhoulder
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vejas
M.
de
the
RENT
FOR
concern
Nine
furnished rooms'
following
may
Said animal being unknown to this
t that
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
One black horse, 800 lbs., scribed
over the 5, 10 and 25c Store. See
estray animal was taken up by Board, unless claimed by owner on or
114 hands high, 9 years.
Charles Rosenthal.
J. H. Head, White Water.
before July 30, 912, said date being
Branded
One gray mare 9 years, 10 days after last appearance of this
730 lbs.
On left hip
advertisement, said estray will be sold FOR RENT Three new rooms fur
nished for light housekeeping. 921
1
Branded
by this Board for the benefit of the
Said animal being unknown to this
1
Lincoln.
left
On
shoulder
found.
when
owner
Board, unless claimed by owner on or '
to this
unknown
animal
Said
SANITARY
being
CATTLE
BOARD,
1
iAk
i
before July 30, 1912, said date being
FURNISHED room with bath.
unless claimed by owner on or
Albuquerque, N. M.
10 days after last appearance of tills Board,
Tenth street, four blocks from dedate
said
1912,
'12
30,
being
before
10
Iast
20,
July
put. july
lgt pub July
advertisement said estray will be sold
of
pot
this
10 days after last appearance
1
by this Board for the benefit of the
advertisement said estray will be sold
Estray Advertisement
owner when found.
suite of furnished
Notice Is hereby given to 'whom It FOR RENT Fine
by this Board for the benefit of he
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
electric lights,
rooms,
housekeeping
defound.
when
owner
concern
that
the
following
may
.
1,,,,
Albunuerquo, N. M.
and bath, also single rooms excellent
SANITART BOARD,
was
CATTLE
taken
animal
up
scribed
by
estray
Classified ads. search out the people to whom
lst. pub. July 10, last pub. July 20, '12
amona; al
location,' 918 Eighth street
G. J. Hunhojlon, Schroeder, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
of
who MIGHT BUY the particular
those
manufactured
There Is no better Ice
thing is worth ost.
One sorrel female horse,
10, last pub.July 20, '12
pub.July
lst
than our Ice. We know It and want
That property you want to sell isWORTH MOST to iome-on- e
Estray Advertisement
6 years, 700 lbs., 13
hands.
If you are a housewife you cannot
We strive to please
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
you to know
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and
Advertisement
to
or
Branded
be
healthy
Estray
hope
reasonably
would never
our customers In every way and we may concern that the following deI O beautiful by washing dishes, sweep
On right shoulder
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
to our rapidly Increasing trad. scribed estray animal was taken up by
housework
all
and
day,
ing
doing
Said animal being unknown to this
may concern that the following de
and crawling into bed dead tired at
Marcelino Sanchez, Los Padillas, N.
Others, who read and answer ads, in this newspaper
as proof that we have done so.
scribed estray animal was taken up by Boara( unless claimed by owner on or
want
You must get out Into the open
night
M.
X.
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books,
before July 30, 1912, said date being air and sunlight It you do this every
Leopoldo C. Lopez, Casa Salazar,
automobiles
900
227
One bay horse,
lbs., M.
'
Phone Main
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness
to days after last appearance of this day and keep your stomach and bow
of an 7
15 hands high.
One bay horse hind logs advertisement, said estray will be sold els in good order by taking Chamber
and musical instruments.
sort,
when
lain Tablet's
needed, you
Branded
.
ofby this Board for the benefit of the should become
white, 5
feet, 6 years.
both
Dysentery is always eenous and
As the classified ads. are read by all
healthy and
shoulder
On
and
left
right
possible buyers
Branded
FTI owner when found
ten a dangerous disease, but it can be
beautiful. For sale by all dealers.
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of
BOARD,
SANITARY
CATTLE
possible
Branded
F""""J
cured. Chamberlain's Cone, cnoiera
BID
On left
nf the
and Diarrhoea Remedy has cured it
best markets!
On jeft hip
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to this
even when malignant and epidemic.
'12
Old papers tot saM. Optic office.
Said animal being unknown to this Board, iless claimed by owner on or' 1st. pub.July 10, last pub.July 20,
1
or sale ny an aeaiers
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io. Any tax they mitiht cause to be
imposed would hurt them more than
It would us, but if
they try to treat
us unjustly, to drive us out of
,
we 111 promise them one of the
hottest times they ever had btfore
we Ret through with them."
Rubber men In Torreon, however,
persisted In saying that the deul was
already assured. They pointed out
that the revolution had forced the
American syndicate to shut down
man yof Its factories and encounter
heavy losses. They also pointed out
that the Madero family, to which
President rYanclsco L. Madero, Jr,
belongs, owns more than 15,000,000
acres of land upon which the guayule
plaiit grows, and is the largest pro
ducer of crude rubber in Mexico. The
Intercontinental owns four factoriei
the largest of which is at Torreon. It
owns the CedroB ranch In the state bf
Zacatecas. embracing 2,000,000 acres.
According to the story current in
Torreon, the American
syndicate

JULY

10,

1912.
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It's about an evei break in
at first he denied his connection with
tablishment of a provincial university
uninfected territory. The health dethe intercontinental.
between New York and Boston. and agricultural college and the handpartments are also anked to make a
Won
13
of the 14 ling of other Important protlema. 'jhe
Among those who are Hated in the The Giants have.
monthly
report of all the diseases
lUmtnn
camea
ttbivfti
with
ftrnveti
ft
ihe
of
of
of
as
Directors
1!H2,
government also relies on the recidirectory
are
that
in their respective
notifiable
cers and directors of the Iutercontln end the Red Sox have copped It of procity argument to attract
the
states. These will be published in
U
ental are Edward D. Aldrich, a son the 15 games against the Highland heavy American vote.
the Public Health Reports and in
of
Aldrich, Charles H. Sa ers.
The conservatives for rne first unit
this manner reach all health authori
Herman
B.
bin,
George Pierce, the Scranton south are completely organized with work
Baruch, Walter Dut
ties without delay. The effect will bo
ton, Giles W. Mead, William P. Smith paw, Btruck out 22 Wllkes-Barrbats Ing candidates in every
constituency
that the health departments of the
men
and Allan Ryan, a son of Thomas F.
the other day. Pierce has spent The party lhas
brought in several
states will make the public health sera short time with both the Giants
Ryan.
IT IS REPORTED THAT SENATOR
prominent Manitoba orators to assist
vice
bureau through the medium of
and the Cubs and now looks to be In their
ASK CO the public health
HAS SOLD OUT TO GUSTAVO
campaign. The conservatives HEALTH AUTHORITIES
reports a clearing
4 ripe for another trial in fast company declare that reciprocity Is
OPERATION FROM
house for current Information of the
absolutely
MADERO
George Browne, recently released dead, and that the liberals have re
STATES.
prevalence of the communicable disBASEBALL NOTES
by the Philadelphia Nationals, has vived the issue
to
a
New York, July 10. It is
eases. The Journal of the American
prevent
only
currently
done some traveling during his big
At the tenth annual conference of Medical
of their administrative rec
Association says that the adreported In Torreon, Mex., that the
the state and territorial health auleague career. He has been a mem ord.
Intercontinental
of such a plan is apparent
Rubber
vantage
company,
Jack Flynn, the former Pittsburg-Washingto- bar of the borne team in New York
thorities with the public health and when it is
which Is controlled by the
considered that by far the
first baseman, is playing Brooklyn, Boston, Chicago, Washing
marine-hospita- l
service recenty held larger
of public health work con
FIRM
FOUNDATION.
part
Interests, has
ton and Philadelphia,
right field for the St. Paul club.
In Washington, a resolution was
eold all its guayule rubber factories
sists in the control of these diseases,
The McKeesport, O and P league
Lima and Newark share the record
adopted which, if carried out, should and that the first essential for tha
and lands to Gustavo Madero and the
team has a nifty pitcher in Bauer. of playing the most sensational game Nothing Can Nnd.rmlne It In East become an
important factor in the control or prevention of any disease
other Madero rubber Interest.
Las
Vegas.
He has come home a winner 13 times ever played In the Ohio state league.
future development of public health is a
are
slow
sometimes
to
People
re
'
According to this report the sura
knowledge of where and how fre
out of 15 starts.
The summary reads: 24 bases on
involved is $30,000,000.
cognize true merit, and they cannot work in the United States. The ob quently It occurs.
of
a
is
the Pirates,
Marty O'Toole,
halls; four batters hit; four wild be blamer, for so
of the action taken is to develop
many have been ject
Negotiations looking to the consumhard-lucpitcher. He has lost a num- pitches and a balk; one hundred and
In the past. The experi- a plan by which the state health au
humbugger
mation of this deal, it la said, have
NOTICE
ber of games this season in which he three batters toed the plate and 412 ence
of hundreds of East La Vegas thorities can keep currently inform
been going on for weeks. The pur- learned that legislation
Las Vegas, N. M July S, 1912.
imposing
like
a
balls
were
pitched
In
the
champion.
nine
ed
pitched
of the prevalence and geographic To the
during
residents, expressed publicly through
chase price is to be paid In gold and heavy taxes and other burdens upon
Teachers of San Miguel CounHeine Zimmerman, of the Cubs, has ning. Newark won 9 to 4.
newspapers and other sources, places distribution of communicable diseases
the 130,000,000 represents the original the rubber industry were abou. to be a
ty:
home-rufor
start
the
good
record
Doan's Kidney Pills on a firm founda- throughout the country as a whole
amounts invested by the American started by the federal government, In-- for the
The San Miguel county institut
season, having twelve circuit SASKATCHEWAN CAMPAIGN ENDS tion here.
and by which .they can also be will
on Monday morning the
capitalists, pins a fatr.return on their eluding a heavy tax on guayule shrub smashes to his credit.
10.
The
of
Sask.,
fate
Regina,
Frit Sena, 1205 Twelfth CL, East promptly notified of the occurrence 5th beginof
July
land, which has heretofore been pracInvestment.
August, and continue for
day
Pitcher
Harry Krause, formerly of the liberal government, wh'.ch, under Las Vegas, N. Mex.. says: "Experi of epidemics in states other than
four weeks. All teachers desiring to
Newspaper reporters attempted to tically free from taaxtion. As the Ma the Athletics, now with Toledo, won Premier
ence
in
been
has
to
Scott,
me that Doan's their own. In these
has proven,
power
of rapid teach the
confirm this story through officers and dero family has it practically in its the
coming year In any of the
first five games he pitched in the continuously since the formation or Kidney Tills live up to the claims transit In which the days
railroad has public schools of San Miguel
directors of the Intercontinental Rub- power to control rubber legislation American association.
county,
made
of
for
the
them.
Province
I
Saskatchewan
For several weeks
made as close neighbors! of the AtlanneaMy
ber company but without
ncrua the story goes that the Aldricb-Rock- r
The
seven years ago, will be determined suffered constantly from backache tic and Pacific coast states as were must attend the institute, to qualify
between
agreement
efeller-Rjacombination decided it the clubs in
Officials of the company denied they
under the law. San Miguel county
the Carolina' league ex in the general election tomorrow. The and In the morning1 when I got up, I New York and
a cen- will need 30 more teachers this
Pennsylvania
were negotiating with the Madero in- would be better to retire from the
season
year
and a new Virginia campaign closed rather quietly today bad acute pains across my kidneys. tury ago,
field where there was still the oppor pires this
every state should for its than last.
terests;
Carolina league may be organized.
of the meetings and demonstra Exercise brought some relief, but It proper
many
to
do
have
so
of
with
a
protection
tunity
fair
knowledge
return on
Charles II. Sabln, an officer and diThe institute fee will be two dotIn a recent game against Lowell, tions planned as a wind-uof the con- did not rid me of the trouble. The the sanitary conditions in other
rector, said at his home at Monmouth, its investment. The annual exporta Second Baseman
lars,
payable before being enrolled.
secretions
in
kidney
of
passage
test
Brockpained
reHoward,
having been abandoned as a
tlon of crude rubber from Mexico
states, and as to the communicable All teachers are
Beach, N. J.:
ton, who has been sold to the High Bult of the catastrophe which befell and were highly colored. Hearing so
urged to attend the
diseases every state is certainly en- full four
"The Intercontinental has no inten-- f amounts to $60,000,000 annually.
much said in praise of Doan's Kidney
weeks. The Institute will be
landers, made ten assists without an this city a week ago.
titled to full information regarding
The fact has already been exposed error.
tlon of selling Its Mexican holdings to
Both parties express themselves Pills, I procured a supply and com their prevalence in every other state. be held In the south school building of
that
the
then
Madero
Senator
or
AldrlrU
and his
Las Vegas.
any one else. The comI
The Washington team has been confident of winning the election, but menced their use. After I had taken
The resolution asks the health de
p"fny ta making money, v It Is a good son owned nearly 35,000 shares of able to hold its own with
M. F. DESMARAIS.
as a matter of fact the province is a few doses, I noticed a marked Im partments of the several states to
everything
re
W vestment,
wnat possible reason rubber stock. This exposure, taken on the American league circuit ex- so large, the constituencies bo new, provement and before I had gnlsbed
County School Superintendent.
i
port by telegraph to the
health
could there be tor our disposing of it? in connection "with the fact that Mr.
cept Connie Mack's hirelings. The and the voters' list so vastly changed the contents of the box, I was com service whenever cases public
of cholera,
while
cured."
Such talk Is ridiculous.
Aldrich,
pletely
senator, was instru- Athletics seem to have it on the Sen- from the last
fight that the results
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 yellow fever, typhus fever, plague or
J1
George L. Higble, Manton, fcilch.,
"Of course, it is possible that the mental in having the tariff on rubber ators.
of the election cannot be forecasted cents.
which
Madero crowd through their contrql of goods,
Co., Buffalo, Rocky Mountain spotted or tick fever used Foley Kidney Pills for kldne
his company manufac
,
Mullin
Evidently George
doesn't with any degree of certainty.
New York sole agents for the United occur within their respective Jurisdic and bladder trouble. He says: "1
j the Mexican government might te led tured, manipulated to the advantage intend to quit the big show this sea
find for my case no other medicine
In his fight for a renewal of power States.
tions. The service is then to notify
to attempt to treat us unfairly and of the company led to violent at- son. Detroit asked waivers on
equals Foley Kidney pills for benehim, Premier Scott cites the record of his
all
states
Remember
the
name
Doan's
the
of the occurrence of ficial effect" They are a safe ana
and
tacks upon him In the senate end when he jumped in and
try to force us out of Mexico."
pitched a administration with regards to the el take no other.
such cases and where necessary reliable medicine for kidney trouble
enormous
"Let them try It," he snapped? thejs created an
sensation five-hi- t
game against the Cleveland evator question, the creation of a pro
measures can be taken to control the and rheumatism. Contain no harmful
own
rubber
larger
I
holdings than we throughout the country, especially as team.
O. G. Shaefer, Red Cros
vincial system of telephones, the es- Read The Optto.
disease and prevent its spread into drugs. Store.
Drug
I
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WON THE BATTLE
OF JULY 4 ON
DECISION.
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The Optic's job department has won the favorable desision of all persons who
wish first class work. Everything from hand bills to books printed.
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TODAYS RECEIPT IN
FRESH FRUIT
20c
California Black Tartarian Table Cherries per lb
20c
California Royal Ann Table Cherries per lb.
25c
,
.
Native Pie Cherries 4 lbs. for
10c
Native Table Peaches per lb.
10c
Pears
lb.
Native Sickle
per
10c
Fancy Browley Cantaloupes, Pony Sire, eacb..
12ic
Fancy Brawley Cantaloupes, Standard Siie, each
15c
Size.'each
Fancy Brawley Cantaloupes, Jumbo
Dozen
Fancy Oranges 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 50 & Sixty Cents Per
10c
Fancy Grape Fruit, each. .
3c
;
Fancy Ripe Watermelons, per lb
-

'"

'.

THE CASH GROCER.

i

i

CRY STAL
CREAMERY
T TT

IT

TTTk

T-E-R

Pure and Clean
u

J
V

Churned from selected separator crearq received daily direct
from the farms, manufactured under the latest scientific
me-thod-

s.

Also this butter is a HOME PRODyCT produced by
our Las Vegas Crystal Ice & Creamery Company.
Let your next pound of BUTTER be the CRYSTAL.

X

J.

H.

STEARNS

at tht Opera Bar.

COAL

0

A IJ

SUGARiTE

"

r IV-

NUT

OO

of new

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

BRIDGE STREET
.

Finch ' Golden Wedding Rye, a red
In the wood. Direct front dlitlllery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

Our entire line of summer millinery
off. Straw'.

One-Ha-

Don't forget the big Spanish dance
given at Rosenthal hall tonight Watermelon free, every one come and
bring their friends.

lf

demon-tration-

a

In the midst of tall pines. The most
Seemingly unusualy hot weather has beautiful resort on the Scenic Highbeen on the program for the past eev way, excellent trout
fishing,
eral days, but Professor J. C. Baker,
accommodation's.
Running
observer at the volunteer station at mountain
spring water, broad porch
Normal
the
University, states that no es, rustic swings, music. The ideal
records have been broken of late, and place for an outing, i Table unexcelled
the maximum temperature registered
MRS. S. B. WARNER, in Charge.'
is not unusual for July weather in
New Mexico. The maximumtempera- ture on Sunday was 86 degrees, on
VISITORS SEE
Monday 84 degrees and yterday degrees. Nights have been delightfully
NEW PLANT WORKING
cool and to the people who are used
to the hot sultry weather of the east
this climate in summer is Ideal.
CREAMERY
AND ICE
PLANT
KEEPS "OPEN
HOUSE"
TO
PEOPLE OF LAS VEGAS

Cents in Washing
SHEEN

have on hand a complete stock of

v

DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIRE SCREENING

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buyinjr
'
V. I. fl.-

LAS VEGAS LUMBER CO.
v n

Phone Main 150

,.

OifJTown

Which are you saving?
A few cents added to your
laundry bill will be well spent
If you receive In return a service so conscientious and painstaking that your clothes wear
four times as long.
Soft water, pure soap, careful
employes such service means
a weekly economy on clothes
that quickly runs Into dollars.
Why not begin this economy
this' week? A phone or postal
will bring a wagon to your door
promptly.

At The Home of; The Best
Of Everything Eatable
t

Steam

airtight Tins packed
the
handling-al- l
automaticaliy-nrich, full flavor of these finest
berries kept for you. That's Chase
& Sanborn's SEA L B RAND
Coffee in

We are agents for the White Cat BrandJClosed
Union Suits.

f pilllIJ

Phoat Mela 81

617

Dough Are

finest grown.

THE GRMF & HAYWMDGO.,

SELLING AGENTS

For Beautifying

s

-

l

-

--r

s

Chandelier

end.

The last sales were as follows:
81
Amalgamated Copper
American Beet Sugar
127

M

5

f

j

Bn,

107

POPULAR HOME SIZES, 25c AND 50c

Great Northern
135
New York Central
111
Northern Pacific
'....119
161
Reading
...108 '4
The model plant of the Crystal Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
165M
Creamery and Perfection Ice Cream
United States Steel
68
was
company
running at full force this United States
111
Steel, pfd
the
at
house"
to
morning
the
"open
general public, which was attended by
large crowds. Samples of all of the
Rvfrvrvy- i- rnasl Tbe Optic.
products of the plant were dished out
to
the
lavishly
guests, who left the
place greatly impressed with the pro
ducts and plant of Las Vegas' latest
Industry,
FRESH EVERY DAY
How many people attended the "reception or "open house" is hard to
say, but when" E. R. Ru'ssel, manager
o the plant, was asked the
question
he said:
GOODS
"They ate up seven gallons of ice
cream," which speaks well for the ice
cream and for the size of the crowd.
Besides ice cream the guests were
The Best in The City
served
with crackers
buttered
with the rich creamery butter turned
out this morning by the plant But
termilk was also served. The cream-crand ice plant is equipped with the
Bread, Rolls,
most modern machinery obtainable
and is as neat and clean as tbe kitchen of a good housekeeper.
The Ice
Cookies. Pies. Cakes,
cream and butter Is jnade from the
purest and richest cream, and, consequently, the products are as good as
Doughnuts,
can be made.

FOR SALE

"i.C.

BT.

JOHNSEN & SON

!
!

TRY AM AD. IN THE

OPTIC'S

,

"WANT COLUMNS"

BAKERY

50c PER HUNDRED
PLANT NOW
PERRY ONION & SON
EEDSMEN

i-

moisten an ordinary cheesecloth duster and du?
with it that's all. Makes the furniture cheerful
by removing dust, dirt, finger marks, stains and
Sewing Machjnm
scratches and by restoring the original factory fin- Piano
.
.. .
oriif in me one etmpie auettng operation
Hardwood Floor
for putting a tone on the outside of
Silver and Plated Ware
I any piano, and for making and keeping hardwood
Eta, Etc., Etc
floors just like new.

-

CELERY PLANTS

-S-

A

1y

Upstairs and downstairs, in bedroom, sewing
room, den.parlor, dining room and kitchen, there's
1
C."
f ?rTTTr
a W,tr J .IIt, no

Chair; Tablet
Picture Frame

"FORT" CANNED GOODS v
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FLORISTS- -

Ve- -

getables From Field to Can
The Same Day.

Noted

Cinnamon Rolls

BOUCHER

nest Quality Fruits and

ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.

Fried Cokes and

Street

!- -

;

DUST EVERY DAY WITH

o

Coffee-th- e

v'j-i,-

v;
-"--

it. it. If

yields despite recent forebodings
was made the basis of an
upward
movement in stocks today. The tone
was far from regular, however; Amal
gamated Copper was the principal
feature, its sharp advance resulting
from improved
conditions abroad
Bonds were steady.
Selling was renewed after midday,
coincident with the publication of fav
orable tonnage figures of the steel
corporation. The market closed weak.
Moderately heavy selling occurred in
the last hour which produced exten
sive net losses.
The movement,
a
bear
drive
suggested
and
seemed to have its origin in out-oftown series which sustained to t!to

Crotch

GREENBERGER

M.

t

Laundry

i

in White,
Cream and Colors.

Etc.,

y

Las--Vega-
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Balbriggans in Regular Knit, Poms
Kn it, B. V. D.

n

...

with

gular length Drawers in all styles.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, July 10 The govern
ment crop report of yesterday, which
gives promise of more than average

Atchison

com-

Two Piece Suits
in Short Sleeves

Sleeves

Charles O'Malley today wired .lack
Johnson and Al Palzer that Las Ve
gas will stake the battle betweau th
two heavyweights for the championship of the world on Labor Day if sat
isfactory terms can be made. He as
sured both boxers that a sufficient
guarantee to command their consider
atlon can be raised, O'Malley this
morning conferred with some of the
men who lost money by buyln stock
in the
thing and says
he was assured that they would take
a chance on one more battle Just to
retrieve their losses. Palzer has
many friends in the east and west
and Is a real white hope. He would
provo a much heavier drawing card
than did Flynn. The local men who
say they are willing to help O'Mal
ley back the venture declare,- - how
ever, that this time they "will count
the tickets ourselves."
Flynn-Johnso-

ii

and Short Drawers
and Short or Long

O'MALLEY IS AFTER

The Missionary society of the First
ANOTHER BIO FIGHT
Methodist church will meet tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the home
of Mrs. M. M. Sundt on Eighth, WIRES PALZER AND JOHNSON HE
street All members are urged to be
CAN GUARANTEE THEM
present
PLENTY OF MONEY.

vibrator, free
at the electric light office. The Las Vegas office of the RoCures rheumatism, paralysis and all mero
Advertising company of Albunervous diseases. A trial treatment querque, has been closed out Otto
convinces.
Jensen, who had charge of the branch
of the company, will remain in Las
Celio Lucero, who was" committed
Vegas going to the sign painting busito the state hospital for the Insane at ness.
Albuquerque Monday, was brought to
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon by
There will be a special service toSpecial Deputy Sheriff Charles Haa. night at the First Baptist church
at 8 o'clock. Communion and the orTraveling In three special cars a dinance of baptism will be observed.
party of Radnor, college girls from All Christian people of whatevei
Radnor college, Tennessee, will pass faith are
urged to be present by the
through Lbs Vegas tonight on train pastor, Rev. N. B. Green.'
No. 2 en route to Tennessee after a
tour of the southwest.
For the first time since the completion of the Elks', new club house,
The marriage of Miss Jennie Baum Las Vegas Lodge No. 408 B. P. O.
of Kansas City, to Gilbert E. Rosen-wal- Elks met last
evening In Its new
of this city, will be celebrated home. There was no business of im
this evening at 6 o'clock at the Baum portance brought before the meeting,
residence, 202 West Armour boule- but because of the fact that It was
vard, Kansas City, Mo. Mr. Roeen-wald- , the Initial meeting in the new hall,
who is a member of the firm the attendance was large. The new
of E. Rosenwald & Son, went to Mis home
formally will be dedicated the
souri to claim his bride last Friday.
latter part of this month, arrange
ments for the affair being now in the
The case of Desiderio Padllla vs. hands of a committee. '
Juan M. Jtomero, involving title to a
small tract of land near the placlta Isis
Isis
Tonight
of Mustano. was on trial today be
A
Detective Story
fore Judge Leahy. This was an appeal
"The Mysterious Cigarette'
case from court of Justice of the
,
(Gaumont)
Peace Pablo Vigil, Manuel C. de Baca Isis
Children
"
appearing for Juan M. Romero, the Tonight '
5 cents,
appellant, and C. W. G. Ward appear
ing for Desiderio Padllla.
HERMIT
New-Lif- e
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plete line of summer unde rwear
both in Union and

LUDVVIG Wm. ILFELD

The regular meeting of the city
council will be held tonight In the
city hall.
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buy or not.
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We have a fine and well assorted line of poles very reasonably priced. We are glad to show goods whether you wish to

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
See window display
summer felts. Straaa'.

JULY

GOING FISHING?

LOCAL NEWS

Try

IKE DAVIS

WEDNESDAY.
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ASK YOUR GROCER FOR "FORT" BRAND

"The Store of Satisfaction"
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